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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698 68th Ave. N, Suite A • Pinellas Park, FL 34665-5060 • (813) 547-5600 • FAX (813) 547-5610
An Equlll Opportun~ Employer

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Aprtl11, 1996

9:00a.m.
AGENDA
I.

CALL TO ORDER
A.
Approve agenda of the regular meeting of April 11, 1996
B.
Approve minutes of the regular meeting of March 14, 1996
C.
Approve Executive Committee actions

II.

CONSENT
A.
Cooperrnan-Bogue Donation
B.
Contingency Request-Camp Anytown

Ill.

ACTION ITEMS
A.
Salary and Classification Plan
B.
Continue Funding - Big Brothers/Big Sisters Project IMPACT
C.
Communhy Facilhator-HUD Grant
D.
RFP Process-lntergenerational and Youth Development Programs
E.
Endorsement -Stand for Children
F.
Bartlett Park Neighborhood Family Center Plan
G.
Executive Director's Evaluation Commhtee·

IV.

INFORMATION ITEMS
A.
Communhy Council Semi-Annual Report and Presentations
B.
Boot Camp Evaluation
C.
Earned Income Credh (EIC) Campaign
D.
Neighborhood Family Center Newsletter
E.
Personnel Report for March
F.
Financial Report for March (to be distributed)
G.
She Vish Schedule and Summaries
H.
Training Center Report
1.
Media Items

V.

OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from Pinellas County chizens. Requests for
special funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda portion of the Board meeting.

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

UPCOMING
MEETINGS:

Aprtl15, 1996, 3:00p.m.· StrategiC Planning, Davis Hall, USF Bayboro
May 9, 1996, 9:00a.m.· Regularly Scheduled Board meeting
Proposed Board Retreat-Strategic Planning

•No written material

DONNA J. McRAE, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY

Regular Meeting of March 14, 1996
MINUTES

Present:

Donna McRae, Chair; Martha Maddux, Vice Chair; Commissioner Sallie Parks,
Judge Dee Anna Farnell; Judge Frank Quesada; Dr. J. Howard Hinesley;
Thomas A. Moriarty; Myrtle Smith-Carroll

Absent:

Frank B. Diamond, Jr., M.D., Secretary

Ms. McRae called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.

Motion:
Approve
Agenda

Mr. Moriarty moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the agenda of the March 14, 1996
regular meeting.

Motion:
Approve
Minutes

Dr. Hinesley moved and Judge Quesada seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the minutes of the February 8, 1996
regular meeting.

During discussion of the Childs Park Youth Initiative Strategic Plan and Budget comment from
Board included the possibility of seeking in-kind contributions. the number of youth impacted
by the initiative and whether this initiative was taking over city responsibility. Representatives
of the Childs Park community were introduced by staff. Ms. Emily Rogers Coeyman shared
her concern over a duplication of services with the Board.
Motion:
Childs Park
Plan &
Budget

Commissioner Parks moved and Ms. Maddux seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to ratify the Community Change for Youth
Development Project Plan and budget in the amount of $386,855
contingent upon the TRIM process and waive JWB Policy 2.24.
Fiscal Impact: This action will utilize the dollars allocated for match from the
Juvenile Welfare Board for this project as well as the Public/Private Ventures
dollars for fiscal year 1995-96. Monies identified for use in JWB fiscal year
1996-97 will be budgeted in the fiscal year 1996-97 Proposed Administration
and Program Budget.

Following staff presentation of JWB participation in a demonstration grant application on
supervised visitation and response to Board comments by Linda Osmundson, Director, CASA ,
a motion was made.

Motion:
Grant
Application

c

Commissioner Parks moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion
which carried unanimously to allocate up to $11,000 (Fiscal Year 199596) to CASA from Research and Demonstration Funds contingent upon CASA's
receipt of a grant from the Florida Coalition against Domestic Violence.
Fiscal Impact: Research and Demonstration Funds-Unallocated would be
decreased from $200,000 to $189,000.

Following a suggestion that the drug abuse prevalence survey include a question regarding
what youth feel should be done about drug use and whether parents are being surveyed, a
motion was made.
Motion:
Drug Prev.
Survey

Ms. Smith-Carroll moved and Or. Hinesley seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to allocate up to $6,457 or 50% of the project cost
(whichever is less) to Operation PAR, Inc. to cover the cost of project
coordination, data analysis and report preparation for the Drug Abuse
Prevalence Survey to be administered to Pinellas County School children during
spring, 1996.
Fiscal Impact: Research and Demonstration Funds will be reduced from
$189,000 to $182,543.

Motion:
Const.
Bid-49th St.

Ms. Smith-Carroll moved and Judge Quesada seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to authorize staff to advertise for bids as necessary
and enter into contracts with appropriate contractors for the renovation of the
49th Street property to meet the specifications identified by GLS, Architects and
required for HAS to lease the facility.

Motion:
Allocate
Const.
Funds

Mr. Moriarty moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to allocate up to $112,300 for construction and renovations
necessary to enter into a lease with HAS.
Fiscal Impact: All cost incurred will be recovered in year one of the HAS lease
with the Juvenile Welfare Board per the "Agreement to Lease" dated January
23 , 1996.

Informational Items included: Job Description/Classification Process Update; CoopermanBogue/50th Anniversary Dinner; Personnel, at which time Mr. Mills introduced Ms. Kay Daly,
the newly hired Special Assistant. and Financial Reports for Februa,.Y; Site Visit Schedule and
Summaries; Training Center Report; and Media Items.
During the Open Agenda portion of the meeting Ms. Coeyman expressed her concern with a
lack of a neighborhood family center in her neighborhood. It was suggested that Ms.
Coeyman work with her neighborhood association.
Adjourn:

Or. Hinesley moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion to adjourn at
11:28 a.m.

c

Item II.A.
Regular Meeting 4/11/96

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members~

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Direct
Kate Howze, Director, Strategic Co municationsiTechnology

{'#-

Requested Action
The Board is requested to authorize acceptance of a donation for co-sponsorship
of the Cooperman-Bogue Awards, and placement of the funds into the
Communications budget.

Options
1. Authorize acceptance of a donation of $5,000 for co-sponsorship of the
Cooperman-Bogue Awards from Western Reserve Life Division of AEGON USA
and IDEX Mutual Funds, and placement in the Communications operating budget.
2. Do not authorize acceptance of a donation of $5,000 for co-sponsorship of the
Cooperman-Bogue Awards from Western Reserve Life Division of AEGON USA
and IDEX Mutual Funds.

c

3. Authorize another approach for co-sponsorship deemed appropriate by the
Board.

Recommended Action
1. Authorize acceptance of a donation of $5,000 for co-sponsorship of the
Cooperman-Bogue Awards from Western Reserve Life Division of AEGON
USA and IDEX Mutual Funds, and placement In the Communications
operating budget.

Source of JWB Funds
No JWB funds are involved in accepting the donation.

Fiscal Impact
The Communications operating budget for Fiscal Year 1995-96 is $61,360.
Acceptance of the $5,000 donation and placement in the Communications
operating budget will increase the total to $66,360.

Narrative._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
During Fiscal Years 1993-94 and 1994-95, the Western Reserve Life Division of
Aegon USA and IDEX Mutual Funds committed to a donation of $5,000 each year
to support the Cooperman-Bogue Awards. The donations allowed for the cash
awards to the quarterly and annual winners, and for other costs which the
Juvenile Welfare Board cannot incur.
It is hoped that other co-sponsors will join Aegon and IDEX in sponsoring the
awards in coming years. Meanwhile, Aeon USA and IDEX Mutual Funds has
offered to sponsor the awards for a third year.

Item II.B.
Regular Meeting 4/11/96

\ction
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

-.E.MIII,EXICUIIveDINCIOr
St..,...nle w. Judd, Dlnoc:tor o1

•

~~

1~

P~ a.Flnonce-r

\.)

Requested Action
The National Conference of Christian and Jews- Tampa Bay Chapter requests an allocation
of an additional $12,000 to support an additional camp for the Camp Anytown Program.

Options
1. Allocate an additional $12,000 to the National Conference of Christians and Jews Tampa Bay Chapter for the Camp Anytown Program in FY 1995-96 to support an additional
camp.
2. Deny the request.
3. Other action as the Board may deem appropriate.

Recommended Action
1. Allocate an additional $12,000 to the National Conference of Christians and Jews Tampa Bay Chapter for the Camp Anytown Program In FY 1995-96 to support an
additional camp.

Source of JWB Funds
Transitional Fund

Fiscal Impact
The FY 1995-96 Transitional Fund will be reduced from $3,57,636 to $345,636. The
National Council of Christians and Jews contract will increase from $12,000 to $24,000.

Nanative_________________________________________________

c

Camp Anytown is a project of the National Conference of Christian and Jews- Tampa Bay
Chapter (NCCJ), a non-profit human relations organization that promotes equal
opportunities by fostering understanding and cooperation among diverse racial, religious
and ethnic groups in the Tampa Bay Community. The Pinellas County School Board and
NCCJ sponsored the first Camp Anytown in 1991. JWB has helped sponsor the Camp
since 1992 by matching the contribution from the Pinellas County School Board.
For one week during the summer, Pinellas County high school students have packed up
and left home for a special kind of camp. Camp Anytown is an intensive, experience-based
training program for high school students aimed at increasing understanding, tolerance and
communication among people of different cultures. High school students of different ethnic,
religious and economic backgrounds are selected for the camp from recommendations of
school teachers and administrators. Last summer, 42 students and 11 peer counselors

participated in Camp Anytown getting to know one another and learning to respect their
differences.
During the annual budgeting process in July 1995, the Board authorized the annual
budgeting of this program. For FY 1995-96, $12,000 was budgeted for Camp Anytown.
Also at this time, the Board identified their interest in NCCJ providing the Camp Anytown
program to more than one group from Pinellas County. NCCJ has been able to
accommodate this request this year. For the first time, Camp Anytown will be held twice,
from June 14 to June 21 and from July 26 to August 2nd at DaySpring Retreat in Ellenton,
Florida. It is anticipated that 110 students and 20 adult volunteers will participate in the two
camps.
The total budget to operate two Camp Anytown programs is $53,000. The Pinellas County
School Board has approved $19,998 for the camps. Individual donors will contribute
$3,002 and NCCJ will contribute $1,000 in cash and $5,300 of in-kind contributions (8% of
the Executive Director's time). The Juvenile Welfare Board has already approved $12,000
for one camp and is now being requested to provide an additional $12,000 to support the
second camp. The additional allocation will be used to support $2,000 towards the cost of
secretarial time and $10,000 towards the cost of food and lodging for 55 students and 20
volunteers.
Staff Resource Person:

Dorothy Jennings

Item Ill. A.
Regular Meeting 4/11/96

Action
TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
Administrative Support Team:

•

Direct~r~
N~ Brooks,
6

(j"
Amy Daly,

•

.-~~-J

Wal~ms

Requested Action
To adopt the newly designed salary/classification plan .

Options
1.

Adopt the proposed salary/classification plan.

2.

Adopt the proposed salary/classification plan with modifications.

3.

Return the proposed salary/classification to staff with specific
recommendations for revision.

4.

Do not approve the recommendation.

5.

Any other action deemed appropriate by the Board.

Recommended Action
1.

Adopt the newly designed salary/classification plan (Attachment A).

Source of JWB Funds
Current administrative budgets of JWB administration . Coordinated Child Care ,
Marriage and Family Counselling and the Pinellas County License Board.

Fiscal Impact
Fiscal impact is minimal. Only five employees have been identified in the new
classification plan as requiring a salary increase to the minimum of the new
range . The increases will be effective April 21, 1996 (beginning of next pay
period). The funds for these increases will be absorbed within the current
administrative budgets of the respective agencies as follows :

c

JWB
CCC
M&FC
PCLB

1 employee
1 employee
2 employees
1 employee

$2,839.83
$1 ,206.82
$1,770.08
$3.284.56

TOTAL IMPACT

$9,101 .29

-2-

Narrative
During the Fiscal Year 1995-96 budget process and in response to the findings
and recommendations of the 1995 KPMG Peat Marwick Performance Audit, the
Board directed staff to create an evaluation system that equitably rewarded
performance. The Audit included four findings of the current Performance
Evaluation System for Board and staff consideration; 1)The current pay
structure lacks the flexibility to reward outstanding performers and discourage
poor performance, 2) Employees are not given the opportunity to complete
upward evaluations, 3) The evaluation form used annually is the same for all
employees (staff to upper management), and 4)Employees are sometimes
ranked against their peers rather than against a measurable objective.
The Performance Audit made two recommendations :
JWB should investigate the benefits of revising the merit and one-timeonly bonus.
JWB should develop separate evaluation forms for staff and
management.
In the process of developing the recommended evaluation system three
preliminary steps were identified to meet that goal.
1.

Design position profiles Uob descriptions) that identified measurable "key
responsibilities."

2.

Create a new classification plan based on the rewritten position profiles.
(The existing plan has been in place for 12 years.)

3.

Design a compensation plan.

In December, 1995 the Board authorized engagement of an outside contractor
to undertake an evaluation of all job descriptions, the classification/salary plan
and appropriate pay grades and salary ranges with a view toward developing
the basis for an effective and fair evaluation system. Bailey Consulting Group,
Inc., St. Petersburg, was engaged to oversee this project.
The Bailey Consulting Group, Inc. was provided the mission statements for the
Juvenile Welfare Board and, where available, for the satellite agencies; JWB
Personnel Practices; the current salary/classification plan; a list of all JWB
employees and their present classifications and salaries and the list of benefits
available to the employees. An initial meeting was held with all Managers to
develop the time line and orient them to the process. Meetings were then held
with all staff to provide an overview and share the time line for the process.
JWB management staff and satellite executive directors or their representatives
met on a periodic basis throughout the process.

-3The current Juvenile Welfare Board personnel system has 182 employees
among four employing units: JWB Administration (54), Coordinated Child Care
(73), Marriage and Family Counseling (21 ), and the Pinellas County license
Board (34) in 26 pay ranges, 17 of which are presently utilized. Actual salaries
for existing employees range from $11 ,430.64 (50% time) to $64.293.15.
Bailey Consulting Group, Inc. found no symptoms of an organization
experiencing an inappropriate salary and compensation plan. The turnover rate
is less than 1%. The number of years employed at JWB (all employing units)
average at 6.6 years.
POSITION PROFILES
The current job descriptions needed to be updated to reflect the responsibilities
now required to meet the missions of the JWB and its satellite agencies.
Dating back. in many cases, to 1984, they failed to capture. current job
relevance or the technology now required to meet organizational goals. Those
existing job descriptions included "illustrative tasks," "knowledge , abilities and
skills" and requirements. "Illustrative tasks" did not translate to an effective
evaluation system that would measure performance.

c

The new position profile (Attachment B) provides a list of "key (measurable}
responsibilities" for each position as well as the specifications (education, years
of experience, etc.) needed to perform those responsibilities. Attention to
minimum requirements to perform within a given profile was emphasized in
keeping within the practices of wage and hour regulations and EEO/Affirmative
Action Guidelines. The new profiles have been designed to provide for any
flexibility necessary to accommodate any changes within a positjon's key
responsibilities without the need to create a totally new job description . The
newly written position profiles were based on information provided by each staff
member and reviewed with the appropriate supervisors. Efforts were made to
negotiate differences between perceptions of key responsibilities and editorial
style.
The process included informational staff meetings for all employees where an
overview of the project was presented along with instruction for completing the
position profile questionnaire. Additional meetings were held upon request for
satellite agency directors, supervisors and employees needing clarification or
assistance. Newly written draft position profiles were then returned to each
employee for additional input and then returned to Bailey Consulting Group, Inc.
Following meetings to clarify decisions made. the final position profiles were
returned to staff.

c

CLASSIFICATION/COMPENSATION
Once the position profiles were completed research began on current market
data. Positions within the JWB personnel system were compared with positions
in organizations whose key responsibilities and specifications for positions
closely matched those determined during the first phase of this process. This
assured correct placement within the JWB personnel system. Strong

-4consideration was given to the budgetary constraints of the Juvenile Welfare
Board in creating a compensation plan that would reward the experience and
work of staff while being mindful of responsibility to both the children and
families served and constraints of the tax levy.
Bailey Consulting Group, Inc. contacted 13 organizations/agencies within the
greater Tampa Bay labor market (Attachment C) including the Pinellas County
School System, Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, cities of St.
Petersburg and Clearwater, JWB funded agencies and other organizations
whose position profiles were closely aligned with JWB's. Staff also provided
recommendations for agencies/organizations they felt reflected duties and
responsibilities of specific positions. As a large percentage of the
agencies/organizations contacted based their salaries on a 40-hour work week,
adjustments were made to the salary information obtained to reflect the JWB 37
1/2 hour work week.
The positions were, in some cases, given new titles to more accurately reflect
the key responsibilities and placed in the newly proposed classification system
(Attachment A). This system provides nine pay grades with 46 positions. Over
95% (95.5%) of JWB employees will increase their growth potential within the
new system as the maximums within the pay ranges will be greater. No
employee salaries have decreased. Ten employees are at or above the
recommended pay ranges. None of those are above the range as a result of
this new plan; but are the result of either a Promotion-In-Grade or a Board
approved exception to the salary maximum in the Fiscal Year 1995-96 budget
process. The new plan proposes the incorporation of previously awarded
Promotions-In-Grade (PIG's) into an employee's salary base. The PIG plan will
be recommended for elimination . The plan anticipates freezing the salaries of
those employees over the maximum in their pay range until such point in the
future the maximums may be adjusted upward. These employees would
continue to be eligible for longevity and one-time-only performance bonuses
based on merit as well as other non-monetary incentives. Five employees fall
below the minimum salary in a particular classification and are being
recommended for a salary increase to the minimum of that range.
In design of the new plan it was also necessary to determine which employees
belonged in the "exempt" category and which belonged in the "non-exempt"
category as defined by The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (wage and hour
laws). The existing classification plan identified 116 employees as being
exempt; and 65 employees as being "non-exempt" and therefore eligible for
overtime pay when their duties required working beyond the 40-hour work
week. The new classification plan has now identified 102 employees as being
"non-exempt."
As this is an entirely new Salary and Classification plan, assignment within the
new system has been treated as not constituting a reclassification as defined in
the "JWB Personnel Practices" and does not warrant an increase unless
employees were identified as having current salaries that were below the
minimum for a specific range.

'

-5EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
The current annual employee evaluation is based on a form (Attachment D) that
asks the employee to list major responsibilities of the job, additional
responsibilities the employee thinks the job should have (or the employee would
like to have) and personal goals of the employee. A section is provided for the
supervisor to assess the employee, including any special projects undertaken
by the employee, as well as comments on the employee's performance.
Employee performance is measured in ten categories: Quality of Work, Quantity
of Work, Dependability, Public Contact/Appearance, Job Knowledge and Skills,
Initiative, Cooperation, Communication Skills-Oral and Written, Adaptability and
Attendance. Scores from 1 to 5 (5 being "Outstanding and 1 being
"Unsatisfactory) are awarded in each of the categories. These scores are then
totaled and merit increases as well as one-time-only merit payments are
awarded based on how each employee ranks against all others.

c

c

The proposed Performance Appraisal and Development Plan (Attachment E) is
based on the accomplishment of clearly defined tasks and the standards
expected for successful completion of those tasks. It allows for ongoing
revisions so that added responsibilities may be captured and evaluated as well
as continuing dialog between a supervisor and employee for timely feedback on
work projects and performance.
In keeping with the recommendation in the Performance Audit , each employee
will now be rated on his/her performance and not against the performance of
other employees. This system provides an opportunity for the supervisor and
employee to establish clearly defined tasks based on the "key responsibilities"
in the position profile and the standards expected to achieve mutually agreed
upon goals. It provides a section for establishment of a work plan by both the
supervi$or and employee for the upcoming year and the expectations for
performance. A section on "personal responsibility" will address expected
behavior of the employee in areas such as initiative, attendance . cooperation ,
creativity, etc. as well organizational responsibility. Supervisors will now be
evaluated on their ability to effectively manage their departments/employees in
areas such as delegation, time management, leadership and planning.
There are three rating factors in the proposed plan, "Needs Improvement,"
"Meets Performance Standard," and "Exceeds Performance Standard."
Employees who exceed performance standards in several areas would be
eligible to receive variable merit increases added to their base salaries and onetime-only payments larger than those who achieve lower ratings. Non-monetary
incentives would also be incorporated into the plan to allow employees,
including those whose salaries have been frozen, to receive recognition for
performance that exceeded established standards. After receiving input from
staff on suggestions for non-monetary incentives, a recommended list will be
provided to the Board. Managers would have greater discretion in awarding
raises/non-monetary incentives and would be accountable for doing so in a
defensible manner. Training on the use of the new system will be provided to
supervisors and staff alike. Initial training will be followed up with additional
training through the September, 1996 agency-wide personnel evaluation.

-6Employees who are at or above the maximum in their classification would
continue to be eligible for one-time-only payments for exceeding performance
standards as they continue to make valuable contributions to the goals and
mission of JWB.

JWB PERSONNEL PRACTICES
The new salary and classification plan has necessitated changes to the
Personnel Policies. Areas to be changed include requests for reclassification ,
the Promotion-In-Grade plan, performance evaluation system, incentives (as
may be necessary) and longevity awards. To allow time for staff to review all
the Personnel Policies affected, these changes will be returned to the Board for
adoption at the May meeting.

Attachments:
Salary/Classification Plan (A)
Position Profile Form (B)
Organizations/ Agencies Contacted for Salary Comparisons (C)
Current Employee Evaluation Form (D)
Proposed New Employee Evaluation Form (E)
Organizational Chart- JWB Administration (F)

Staff Resource Persons :

Walt Williams
Naomi Brooks
Amy Daly

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
Position Profile

Ite. III . A
Attacbaent B

Position Title :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Agency/Dept..:_
. _ _ _ _ __
(current classification title)
Position Title :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(working title)
(name)
Position Title :._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(proposed)
Reports To :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(title)
Position Purpose :

C

Key Responsibilities:

Specifications:

c
Employee Signature

Supervisor Signature

-9-

!tea III. A.

Attachaent C

SALARY/CLASSIFICATION PLAN
ORGANIZATIONS/AGENCIES CONTACTED
BY BAILEY CONSULTING GROUP, INC.

1995-96 Tampa Bay Area Wage and Benefit Services
(97 firms participating in Tampa Bay)
1995-96 Wage and Salary Survey - West Coast Employers Association, Inc.
(248 firms participating in Tampa Bay)
Pinellas County
City of Clearwater
City of St. Petersburg

c

Pinellas County Schools
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
Children's Board of Hillsborough County
Directions for Mental Health
Eckerd Family Youth Alternatives
Family Resources
Family Service Centers
Gulf Coast Jewish Family and Mental Health Services
Operation PAR
Suncoast Center for Community Mental Health

c

-11-

ltea III. A.
Attachaent D

"
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
EMPLOYEE EVALUATION FORM

Employee·s Name :. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Date :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Job Title:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Oept :_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

SECTION 1- Ef11*>yee's Assessment (To be completed by employee)
1)

List the present major responsibilities of the job, in any order you wish:

2)

List additional responsibilities (if any) . you think the job should have. or you would like it to have:

3)

List personal goals you might have . Is there any specific training or equipment you feel would help you do your
job better?

SECTION II - Supervisor's Assessment (To be completed by Supervisor)

c
-13-

EXPLANATION OF RATINGS:

Outstandimr Regularly and consistently meets and exceeds expectations for satisfactory performance at a level and
in a manner superior to that of the employee's peers. (5 points)
Better than Satis[actorJ : Regularly and consistently meets and exceeds expectations for satisfactory performance.
(4 points)
Satis[actory: Meets organizational and individualized expectations for employees in this job classification, assignment,
tenure. (3 points)
Needs Improvement: Does not consistently meet organizational and/or individualized expectations but demonstrates
capability to improve performance to a satisfactory level. (0 points)
Unsatis[actory : Regularly fails to meet organizationaVor and individualized expectations for employees in this job
classification, assignment, tenure. (-1 points)

RATING FACTORS

·s

4

3

QllALIT\' OF WORK - The completion of work in an accurate, presentable, neat,
thorough and efficient manner. The application of experience, knowledge and
judgment in a productive, problem solving manner to individual situations.
Ql'ANTJT\' OF WOR~ - The generation of acceptable work at a rate consistent
with time available, working conditions. resources and schedules.
PErENPABILITY - The completion of work in an independent, predictable fashion
in the time, manner and place expected .
rl'HLIC CONTACT/ArrEARANCE- The representation of the agency to the public
in a positive, courteous and informative manner. The presentation of acceptable
personal habits, dress. and appearance appropriate to the employee·s job
assignment .
J.!).ll KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS - The possession and application of education,
experience. and knowledge necessary to complete assigned tasks. Identify specific
raining planned and completed.
INITIATIVE - The voluntary, individual efforts of the employee to identify and
implement in a creative, self-reliant fashion appropriate new problem solving
echniques, improved work practices, and/or increased responsibilities.
coort:RATJON - The demonstrated willingness and capability of the employee to
po sitively relate to the agency's mission, their job assignment, and other employees.
T he acceptance of the necessity for shared efforts to accomplish agency objectives.

c'UMMllNJCAIIQN SKILLS ·ORAL ANU WBIIIEN - The accurate and concise
verbal or written transmission of information, analyses or ideas.
ADAPJABILITY- The willingness and capability of the employee to accommodate

changes in workloads. schedules. and priorities with minimal disruption of
productivity and the work environment .

,A TTENDANCE - The compliance of the employee with agency policies and
procedures related to absences and established working hours .

I•r•

1'OTALS ·Explanation required .

TOTAL POINTS

·o

*-1

r
List any SPECIAL PROJECTS which the employee has undertaken. Were they successfully completed?

Supervisor's comments on employee's performance : (Areas of strength: areas for improvement)

Supervisor's Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _Date_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Employee·s comments :

I have seen and discussed my evaluation with my supervisor. My signature does not necessarily signify agreement in
the above rating.
EI'J1)Ioyee's Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

E~sSigNdu~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Date_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

c

FOR USt: BY PERSONNEL

Date Received _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Action Taken,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
JEM!ng
8/91
-15~

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN

NAME:

Itea III. A.
Attachaent E

DATE:

Review Period: From:

To:

Development Plan For:

Job Title:
«ey Job Responsibility:

(F101r1 PoMtion ProfhJ

Standard: o.tennirw how tNUtt. wil

be mN.ured (S.. Wrlti'lg Perfo1'mafloe

Results: Needs Improvement o

sr.ndlrdiJ

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Comments/Plan:

~ey

Job Responsibility:

Standard:

(From PoMtion Profile)

Detennines how reaults will be meuured (SH Writing PerfofTfiiJnce Standards)

Results: Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

CommentsiPian:

•.

-Key Job Responsibility:
Standard:

(From Poeltion Proffle)

DetenninN how tNUtt. wil be meuured (SH Wrltinp Pelfonrwtce

Results: Needs Improvement o

Starldart»J

Meets Performance Standard o

.:ommentsiPian:
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Exceeds Performance Standard o

«ey Job Responsibility:
Standard:

(From Poeltion Ptolle)

Determines how tNUtt. wiR be m.uured (S.. Writing Perform.noe santards)

Results: Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

CommentiiPian:

«ey Job Responsibility:
Standard:

(From Pt»ition Ptolle)

Determines how result$ wiN be meuured (S.. Writing Petform.noe ~)

Results: Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Comment~lan:

-Key Job Responsibility:
Standard:

(From PO$ition Profile)

Determines how results will be measured (S.. Writing Performance Standards)

•.

Results: Needs Improvement o
Commenti/Pian:

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

.Personal Responsibility:
_,.andard:

Results: Needs Improvement o Meets Performance Standards o Exceeds Performance Standard o
Comments/Plan:

.Personal Responsibility:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o Meets Performance Standards o Exceeds Performance Standard o
Comments/Plan:

.Personal Responsibility:
Standard:

· Results: Needs Improvement o Meets Performance Standards o Exceeds Performance Standard o
Comments/Plan:
•.

.Personal Responsibility:

'

Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o Meets Performance Standards o Exceeds Performance Standard o
Comments/Plan:

-1.9-

-organizational Responsibility:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o Meets Performance Standards o Exceeds Performance Standard o
Comments/Plan:

-organizational Respon81bility:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o Meets Performance Standards o Exceeds Performance Standard o
CommentaiPian:

OVERALL RESULTS:
Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standards o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Position Profile has been reviewed and discussed:

Yes o

No o

Necessary changes have been submitted:

Yes o

No o

Summary of Development Plan: (See attached)

Additional Supervisor's Comments:
•.

Employee Comments:

Employee's S i g n a t u r e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date:._ _ _ __

Supervisor's Signature:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _

Date:._ _ _ __

Reviewer's Signature:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:._ _ _ __

Human Resource Department Signature:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date: _ _ _ __

SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT PLAN
_____________________________________.From____________ to____________
Name

•.

'

c

Employee's Signature

Date

Supervisor's Signature

Date
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SUPERVISORY/MANAGERIAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN

c
NAME:

DATE:

Review Period: From:

To:

Development Plan For:

Job Title:
Critical Behavior:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Comments/Plan:

~rltical

Behavior:

Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o
Comments/Plan:

•.

Critical Behavior:
Standard:
'

Aeaults: Need• Improvement o
CommentiiPian:

-23-

Critical Behavior:
. Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

CommentiiPian:

Critical Behavior:
Standard:

Results: Needs Improvement o

Meets Performance Standard o

Exceeds Performance Standard o

Comments/Plan:

Summary of Plan:

•.

Employee's Signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Supervisor's Signature:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Reviewer's Signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Human Resource Department Signature:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:_ _ __
Date:._ _ _ __
Date:._ _ _ __
Date:._ _ _ __

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL & DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
nployee Comments to be Completed and Returned to Supervisor bY.

)

Name

Date_ _ __

Job Title

Dept. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

What were your major achievements this past year?

II

Developmental Goals:

c
What actions are you taking to achieve these goals? What can we do to help you achieve
these goals?

Ill

What are your main job-related strengths?

IV

What areas of your performance need Improvement?

-25-

Page2
V

What additional sklllalknowledge or training would help you perform your present job
more effectively?

VI

What could your supervisor or this organization do to help you perform your job more
effectively?

VII

Do you have any questions about what's expected of you on this job? What areas are
unclear?

VIII

List subjects you would like to discuss during your interview feedback session.
•.

'

Employee's Signature

Supervisor's Signature
Date Received

..
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Item 111.8
Meeting 4711796

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

JarMS E. Milia, Executive
H. Browning Spence, Director, eo~J.~Ity Services
Judy Hall, Director, R....rch and Development Cente .

Directo~

f[J-

Requested Action
The Board is requested to approve budgeting up to $.50,000 one-time-only
Research and Development Funds for Big Brothers,foig Sisters of Pinellas to
continue funding project IMPACT for FY 96-97.

OpHons
1.

Approve budgeting up to $50,000 one-time-only Research and Development
Funds (subject to the TRIM process) for Big Brother~ig Sisters to continue
funding project IMPACT for FY 96-97.

2.

Allow the Research and Demonstration contract with Big Brother~ig
Sisters of Pinellas for Project IMPACT to lapse as of September
1996.

3.

Reclassify Project IMPACT as a continuation project.

4.

Other action the Board deems appropriate.

3o,

Recommended Action
1.

Approve budgeting up to $50,000 one time-only Research and
Development Funds (subject to the TRIM process) for Big Brothers Big
Sisters to continue funding project IMPACT for FY 96-97.

Source of JWB Funds
Research and Demonstration Funds- Allocated.

Fiscal Impact
For FY 96-97, $50,000 will be budgeted in Research and Demonstration FundsAllocated.

I

Narrative
At its December 1993 meeting, the Board approved budgeting $75,000 dispersed
over a three year period (12193-12/96) in order to leverage an equal amount of
dollars from the Edyth Bush foundation for Big Brothers Big Sisters of Pinellas to
develop and implement a family support program known as Project IMPACT.
JWB's Research and Development Center has completed an evaluation of Project
IMPACT and are recommending independently funding the program as a Research
and Demonstration project for an additional year (see attached Executive
Summary).
The purpose of Project IMPACT was to provide services to families in need of
additional services identified through already existing Big Brothers Big Sisters
matches. It was anticipated that by bringing a complete service package together,
and looking at the families as an entire family unit, there can be significant positive
impact on family functioning.
This program, as its name suggests, has impacted its families in a number of
ways. Program participants have been assisted in acquiring GED's, accessing
community resources, and improving their overall living conditions. To date, the
Family Environment Scale has been the only standardized outcome measure for
this program. JWB's recent evaluation of the program found that this measure
provided mixed results and did not adequately represent the rest of the impact the
program has had on participating families. It was also found to be very susceptible
to factors outside the control of the program. By changing or supplementing this
measure and implementing what has been learned about the program during its
first 2 1/2 years, Project Impact will have another year to demonstrate the positive
effect it can have on families.

Summary
In addition to Big Brother Big Sisters' being an agency providing prevention
services to families through mentors, It also has the ability to identify families who
are beginning to show signs of needing assistance. Providing these families with a
program such as Project IMPACT can help families to •get back on track• prior to
developing patterns of unproductive behaviors. Because this project has great
potential to expand to other Big Brothers Big Sisters agencies throughout the
United States, another year of operation should allow the program to expand
measurable results by implementing recommendations resulting from this
evaluation such as:
*
expanding the scope of outcome measures;
*
refining inclusion/exclusion criteria;
*
using outcome measures on an ongoing basis;
*
refining program goals to be more concrete and measurable;
*
reducing the length of stay in the program; and
*
limiting the geographic area served by the social worker.
Staff Resource Person: Wendy L. Struchen

'
Project IMPACT Executive Summary
Spring, 1996
Project IMPACT is a three year joint effort between the Edyth Bush Foundation and JWB beginning in
February, 1994. Big Brother/Big Sister of Pinellas (BBIBSP) received this funding to implement a family
support model to provide services to families identified through already existing BBIBSP matches as
needing additional support. The original hypothesis for Project IMPACT was •that by bringing a complete
service package together, and looking at the families that are currently in the program as an entire family
unit, there can be significant positive impact on family in need of support.•

Findings and Recommendations
Program Purpose and Outcome Measures
The original hypothesis for Project IMPACT looked only at one component of the program model, family
functioning, and does not adequately represent the program or i1s impact on the family, especially when it
appears to be highly susceptible to external factors. Expanding the program purpose to Include a
number of components would allow for a more accurate assessment of the program. Furthermore,
the program should ensure a more consistent administration schedule for the standardized
measures and maintain those scores in a log or computerized spread sheet.
Outcome measures have a number of purposes. For the funding agency they provide some
accountability for the program. More importantly, however, these outcome measures can be used by
providers to direct services towards individual needs. The program should use outcome measures on
an ongoing basis.
Admjssjon Criteria
Admission criteria for the program included: being an active BBIBSP client, level of dysfunction, BBI
BSP's ability to impact family unity, and the family's willingness to participate in the program. These
criteria should be operationally defined. Additional factors should also be included to help admit the most
appropriate families to the program. The most notable factor is the existence of a stable match for
eligible youth in the family. There appears to be a synergistic effect of PI on families who have stable big
brother/big sister matches, at least in regard to the behavior of the youth, and in tum, family functioning.
The program should also operationally define •stable match. • Finally, the level of isolation from
community resources and personal needs such as hygiene, medical and dental should also be included.
Finally, according to the social wot1(er, the most difficult Issue to address with the family is a lack of
interest on the part of the parents. As a result, admission criteria should include: parental Interest!
motivation; stable matches for children Involved In the program; and parental attainment of some
minimal basic needs (hygiene, medical, dental, and limited Isolation from community).
Family Goals
Goals should be written in a concrete format with Issues clearly specified in a solution- based
focus. For example, •increase family relationships• can be restated •Siblings will not hit one
another during arguments. • or •family members will listen to one another. •
Length of Stay jn program
Originally, all 15 of the families were to participate in the program for the entire grant period. The length of
stay in the program and the number of goals should be limited. If a family knows that there is a limited
time during which they can receive services, they are more likely to be motivated to wot1( towards change
and are less likely to develop dependencies on the program. Limit the average length of stay to
between 18 month~ and two years per family. One final suggestion might be to transition families
from an initial wave of intense support for approximately 9 months to a less Intense level of
service to begin promoting independence for another 9 to 12 months.

Geographic Area
The program offers services across the entire county requiring the social worker to spend a great deal
of time driving rather than providing services to families. The program's service area could be
limited or the bi-weekly face to face contact with families could be made optional.
Bjg Sjster/Bjg Brother for parent
One of the program's teen parents not8d the impact her big sister had made in her life. Another of the
parents interviewed reported that the PI social worker had been like a big sister to her. This
Information, along with the numbers of single parents who do not have support from family
members or close friends may Indicate that PI parents could benefit from being matched with
their own big slater/brother.

Summary
This is a new and innovative approach to providing early intervention services to families. Even though
performance on the primary outcome measure was mixed, It is the opinion of this evaluator is that
present outcome measure does not accurately assess the true impact of the program and that a
number of positive changes have been made within the families involved in the program. Because of
this, it is recommended that Project IMPACT make the following modifications:

+

Expand research questions to include the broad array of services provided by family support
programs. For example: •Participation in Project IMPACT will enhance the family's sense of
community as measured by the number of monthly community activities in which the family
participates."

+

Rephrase the following criteria in light of the family support format and define for current inclusion/
exclusion criteria: level of dysfunction within the family (ratio of strengths to weaknesses); BBI
BSP's ability to impact family unity; and the family's willingness to participate.

+

Add inclusion/exclusion criteria and operationally define: youth considered for admission to the
program must already have a stable match; interest on the part of the family; level of personal
needs (medical, dental); isolation from community resources; and level of parenting skills.

+

Develop a protocol to refer families in need of services beyond the scope of Project IMPACT.

•

Reduce the number of program goals and define them in a more concrete manner so changes in
those goals can be measured. For example: •Billy will participate regularly (80% of the meetings)
in at least one after school activity." or "Mom will obtain her GED within one year."

+

Outcome measures chosen for this program should be useful not only for accountability, but also
as a source of information for the program and its participants to help in decision-making.

+

Develop a format to collect, organize and monitor changes in outcome measures so they may be
conveniently used by the program.

+

The length of stay in this program should be limited to a timeframe of 18 to 24 months.
* The program may choose to have two phases of service for the families.
Phase I - provide approximately 9 months of more intensive services.
Phase II - provide less intensive services to help the family gain independence.

+

The amount of driving time for the social worker should be limited. This can be done by:
limiting the service area; introducing a two phase level of service; and!or increasing services via
the telephone for those families who prefer phone contact over face to face contact.

+

The program could explore the concept of providing Big Brothers/Sisters to the parents.

Item III.C
Regular Meeting 4/11/96

Action
TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Membera

FROM:

Requested Action
The Institute for At-Risk Infants, Children and Youth and Their Families plans to
resubmit its current Florida Community Outreach Partnership Center grant to the
United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) for an additional
two years. It is requesting that the JWB continue its current partnership by providing
up to $25,000 annually for two years (FY 96-97 and FY 97-98 subject to the TRIM
process) to USF for the salary and fringe benefits for a Community Facilitator in
Tarpon Springs contingent upon USF's successful receipt of another grant from HUD.

Options
1. Allocate up to $25,000 to USF annually for bot
96-97 and FY 97-98
(subject to the TRIM process) for the salary and fringe
Community Facilitator in Tarpon Springs contingent upon USF's receipt of
another grant from HUD.
2. Do not approve the allocation.
3. Any other action the Board wishes to take.

Recommended Action
1. Allocate up to $25,000 to USF annually for
h FY 96-97 and FY 97-98
(subject to the TRIM process) for the salary and fri;N!iA=MnMMirim.....-- - Communlty Facilitator In Tarpon Springs contingent upon USF's receipt of
another grant from HUD.

Source of JWB Funds
Research and Demonstration Funds

Fiscal Impact
$25,000 would be budgeted in Research and Demonstration Funds- Allocated
in FY 96-97 and in FY 97-98.

Narrative
Since it began in January, 1995, the Florida Community Outreach Partnership
(FCOPC) project has made a significant impact on four targeted communities:

Tarpon Springs in Pinellas County, Florence Villa in Polk County, USF
Neighborhood and E. Tampa Neighborhood in Hillsborough County. JWB, as a
partner in the project, provided $25,000 annually for the two year project to
support the salary and fringe benefits of a Community Facilitator position at the
Citizen's Alliance for Progress (CAP). (See Attachment 1 for a job description
and Attachment 2 for the FCOPC Update.)
Among the accomplishments In Tarpon Springs, the FCOPC Resident
Community Facilitator has engaged in the following activities:
1.

The Facilitator has been the conduit by which FCOPC's community
technical assistance and the resources of the University of South Florida
have been made available to the CAP community. The Facilitator
position naturally creates a •cross pollination• of information and
resources between the community and the university.

2.

The Facilitator has identified, coordinated and, at times, initiated the
partnerships and collaboration needed between agencies to complete
planned projects. The Facilitator has worked together with JWB's
Community Planning & Development Department to accomplish mutual
goals.

3.

Minority Student's Advocate and Parent Advisory Program and Minority
Student College and Vocational Prep Program: Two education meetings
were held last quarter to discuss how CAP can encourage academic
success and postsecondary attendance. Two USF faculty have assisted
in this component. In January, approximately 30 culturally diverse 10th,
11th and 12th grade students from Tarpon Springs High school and East
Lake High School received a tour of the USF campus along with
information on college life, admissions, financial aid and scholarships.
Follow up is taking place to encourage these students not to drop out of
high school and to encourage them to pursue higher education after
graduation.

4.

Multi-Platform Computer Learning Lab: The purpose of this lab would be
to provide current computer technology to students and adults who
otherwise could not afford access to computers on a personal basis.
The lab will increase the academic development of students and provide
an environment whereby unskilled adults can be trained to use
computers and popular office software. Already CAP has been able to
acquire a number of computers for the lab: 4 Macintosh computers and
other PC's and printers.

5.

The Tarpon Springs Neighborhood Improvement Plan Steering
Committee meets monthly. This Steering Committee consists of
representatives from the city of Tarpon Springs, Citizen's Alliance for
Progress, USF's FCOPC, the Pinellas County Planning Department and
Pinellas County Community Development. FCOPC developed a
community survey based on resident opinions. Data from the survey will
be used to help identify neighborhood problems and issues from the
resident's perspective and help set priorities. The end product will be the

adoPtion of a Neighborhood Improvement Plan that will serve as the
guide for future enhancement of the neighborhood and for directing and
managing change. This plan will serve as an official guide for decision
makers and facilitate the coordination of public and private investments.

6.

A Job Development Survey, conducted by Mary Burke, Research
Assistant from the Center for Economic & Management Research, and
Alta Archie, has been completed. Results from the survey indicate that
jobs are available within the Tarpon Springs Neighborhood Planning
Area. The most common problems cited by employers in the local labor
market include lack of experience and technical skills, lack of
professionalism and no work ethic, lack of communication and
interpersonal skills, high failure of drug and security checks, and high
turnover in low-paying jobs.

7.

Strategic Plan for CAP: FCOPC plans to assist CAP in the development
of a strategic plan by conducting a series of workshops and seminars to
inform the Board of current trends across the country on issues of
community organizing, development, improvement, empowerment and
organizational development. Also, the Board will review the results of the
recent Neighborhood Improvement Survey and the neighborhood profile
generated by the Neighborhood Improvement Plan. The result will be
the Board's developing a five year plan to facilitate the implementation of
any solutions or programs suggested by the Neighborhood Improvement
Plan Steering and Resident Committees.

Dr. Hall currently chairs the FCOPC Evaluation Committee. The Committee
developed a survey for participating agencies, funders and university personnel
regarding the experience, both positive and negative, of each with FCOPC.
Tomekia Thomas, Administration Intern at JWB, has been analyzing survey
responses. She has found that funders, university personnel, and community
organizations are enthusiastic about FCOPC.
JWB staff recognize the accomplishments of the FCOPC and recommend that
the partnership between USF's Institute and JWB continue if the project
receives an additional grant from HUD.
Staff Resource Person:

Judy Hall

Tomekla Thomas

ATIACHMENT 1

DRAFT JOB DESCRIPTION- COMMUNITY FACILITATOR

The Community Facilitator will be spending 100% of his/her time implementing the activities outlined
in the work plan with the assistance of the coordinators, faculty and staff of the project. Each will
have joint appointments with the FCOPC and a community organization In the neighborhood.
Responsibilities will include working closely with faculty field liaisons and the neighborhood
organization to ensure communication between the university and the resident. He/she will monitor
on a daily basis the Implementation of services to residents and recommend appropriate changes
to programs as needed, provide technical assistance to neighborhood groups and assist in the
development of the strategic plan that addresses both the human services and economic needs of
the residents.
Note: A specific job description will be developed for each of the Community Facilitators in each of
the areas served which relates to the activities to be carried out in those areas.

•

FCOPC

)>

Florida Community Opportunity
Partnership Center
Update February 1996

Institute For At-Risk IDfmts, Children &t Youd:l ADd Their Families
University of South Florida, T~ Florida 33620 113.974.3700
aDd FCOPC received favorable
press in IMpQCt: Tile Quartn-ly
MagaziM of FloridD Policy and
Clllnn.

~

This update is a brief overview
of tbe activities aDd .ccomplisbmeats of tbe FCOPC
through January of 1996. Sp.ce
limitations require brevity. We
apologize for any oversight.

Job Devdopme11t
East Tampa ud the USF
Nei&bborlaood
On November 2, 1995, tbe
Greater Tampa Chamber of ·
Commerce Governing Board
IINDimously approved of the
Public-Private
PariDersbip
resolution. This resolution was
initiated by FCOPC and Lee
Davis Neigbborbood Development Corporation · (LDNDC)
and embnced by:
• Hillsborough County's and
Tampa's Weed and Seed
programs
• Hillsborough County's and
Tampa's Private Industry

•

•
•
•

Council
Lee Davis Neighborhood
Development Corporation
(LDNDC)
USF Area Community
Civic Association
Florida Departmem of Labor
Hillsborough
County
Schools

Two of FCOPC's targeted
neighborhoods are in this partnership: East Tampa and tbe
USF Neighborhood.

1be Public-Private Partnership
members agreed to prepare a
and ltrafe8ies for
.:hieving tbis vision. 1be plan
provides tbe foundation for
building one stop job development capKity in east Tampa
(Enterprise Zone/Weed mtd
Seed site) at LDNDC and tbe
USF Neighborbood (Safe HaWDiite ·Weed and Seed).
vision

EutT. .pa
1be Job and Education PIKemeat Center (JEPC) at LDNDC
continues to succeafully operate. Approximately 200 clients
have been documented in JEPC
records. Recently, tbe JEPC

In lddition, tbe JEPC bas av
quired a computerized vocational usessment program that
prompts tbe clients to identify
their area of interest. Based on
client responses, tbe progr1111
suggests specific vocational areas that match tbe client's interests and skills. This progr1111 is
useful to tbe clients wbo have
teVeral interests but have aot
developed a career path.

Tarpoa Sprillp
Mary Burke with tbe USF Cenfor Economic and Manaaement Raearch with tbe usistance of tbe community facilitator, Alta Archie, completed a
IUI"Vey of tbe job development
opportunities in tbe Tarpon
ter

Sprinp Community.
Results fiom tbe IUI"Vey indicate
job opportunities do exist
within zip code 34689. Of the
20 businesses interviewed, 45%
iDdicated that they would have
jobs available within tbe next
six to twelve months, and 3oele
of tbe businesses indicated that

2

Florida Community Opportunity Partnership Center

they would have jobs available
after twelve moaths.
1be jobs available within six
months are larply iD the tourism-bued, hospitality .vice
8DCtor, subject to JeUODal fluctuatioas. In COII1rUt, the jobs

am these awards ad up to six
DeW jobs created.

Economk 1111d Slllllll
BIISilless Devdopment
Tarpoa SpriDp

USF Netpborlaood
Wort oa business development
in the USF Area coatinues
tbrou&b 1be Weed ad Seed
Economic Development Commiuee. Discussions have been
beld oa the value of bolding a
community-wide
business
meeting. Some of the proposed
aoaJs of this meeting would include informing the business
commamity about the community development activities in
the neipborhoocl, informing the
business community about the
business support .-vices, and
organizing the business community in a way they can be
systematically involved in policy and implementation strateJies.

During 1995, business consulting services were provided for

H~llltll

available after twelve months
are DOt prone to leUODal fluctuaticm. 1be largest CODCelltration is in ma~~ufacturing.
We are cunently taking the data
fiom this survey one step further to research the skills necessary to fill the identified job
openings, the median salaries
and the future outJook for these
job openings.

three businesspeople in the Tarpon Springs area, one of whom
was awarded 1 $170,000 blanket award &om the Swe of
Florida. Jerry Miller, a joint appoiD1ment with FCOPC and the
Small Business Development
Center, bas assisted this client
with his receivables and payabies system and future marketing.

EutTaapa
Business coasulting lei"Vices
have been provided for approximately 60 clients in this
--. Five of these clients' bn
applications were approved by
the Enterprise ZoDe. This is a
direct economic impKt of about
$150,000 in the next year bued

FloreDee VWa
A survey instrument to assess
the bcalth status among Florence Villa residents was designed by Wayne Westhoff with
the College of Public Health in
conjunction with Winter Haven
Hospital. The survey was conducted door-to-door in the fall
of 1995 ad resulted in the collection of a total of 121 IUJ'Veys.
Results indicated that, overall,
residents are satisfied with the
health lei"Vices they receive at
the three major hospitals in the
vea. The data collected from
this IUJ'Vey will be UJed to recommend to the hospitals ralistic initiatives which address the
identified areas of health needs
.nd also to prepare a IOCial
marketing set of.strategies.

Ed11CIIIIo11
Tarpoa Sprbap
On Jaauary 26, 1996, FCOPC
initiated aad subsidized a Multicultural Preview Program for
approximately 30 culturally diwne 1Olh, II th, ad 12th grade
IIUdents from Tarpon Springs
Hiah School and &stl •h High
Scbool. With the usillaDce Qf
Mr. Samuel Wript, Associate
Director for Multicultural Ad-

mission at USF and Dr. Louie
Taylor, a aew FCOPC staff
member, this program was a

success.
The 30 students received a tour
of the USF campus along with
infonnation on college life,
admissions procedures, financial aid and scholarships.
Thanks to generous donations
from Mr. Wright' s office and
fiom the USF Bookstore, each
student received a T-shirt and
keychain as a souvenir from
their visit to USF.
Follow-up will take place to encourage these students not to
~ut of high school and to
encourage them to pursue 1
higher education after graduation.

Plans include implementing this
program at odler pwle levels in
our odler mrpted Deigbborboods.

CD11111111111ty Devdllpment
Floreaee VOla
The FCOPC and its community
facilitator, Brenda Reddout, are
currently usisting three community bued organizations in
the Florence Villa area with the

•
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Florida Community Opportunity Partnership Center

formatioll of a community •
velopmeat CCJ~l)Cntion (CDC).
They are currently iD the process of &.tuning 1beir vision

ad strategic plan aDd

•lectina

iDdividuals to .-ve oa the CDC
Baud. The CDC is requesting
Community
Development
Block Gnnt FUDdiag to renovate and move iDto the Jewitt
School which is beiDa vacated
by tbe School Board.

Tarpoa SpriDp
The Tarpon Springs Community bas formed a Neighborhood
Improvement Plan Citizen and
Steering Committee to help
build stronger community relationships, defme neighborhood
goals and issues, and explore
alternatives for achieving desired neighborhood and City
eads. The Steering Committee
is comprised of representatives
ftom the City, CAP, FCOPC,
Pinellas County Community
Development and
Pinellas
Planning Council. FCOPC developed a community survey
based on resident opinions and
mailed approximately 400 surveys to the neighborhood residents. Survey results will be
available in April 1996.

lllfol'1fllltiolllll Worksllops
for Comm11111ty Lallers

c

As our work continues in community and economic developmeat, many resources present
themselves that were DOt put of
tbe original planning. Where
appropriate, FCOPC bas orpnized workshops or meetings to
present information to community leaders.

ODe such example is that the
FCOPC was able to bring to the
Tampa Bay Region Thomas
Seeuel, Presideot of the Strut.
tured Employment Economic
Development
Corporation
(SEEDCO). SEEDCO offers
assistance through pants, lOins,
aDd technical assistance to help
forge partnerships amoag community-baed 1f0UPS aDd anchoring public benefit" institutions to revitalize low-iDcome
Deighborboods.
During Mr.
Seessel's visit on January 16th
and 17th, he met with community bued agencies in Florence
Villa to determine what types of
assistance a CDC can receive
ftom SEEDCO. He also met
with university, hospital, and
government officials in the USF
Area to consider creating a
CDC in that neighborhood.
On February 26th and 27th,
FCOPC is bringing Michael
Brinda, Coordinator for Minneapolis' Neighborhood Employment Network
to
tbe Tampa Bay Region. NET is
an innovative public/private
partnership that places approximately J 000 people a year
in positions appropriate to their
skills and experience and helps
many more with trainina propuns, job preparedness and
daily living skills. During his
time here, be will be making a
presentation before the CAP
and before the Public/Private
Job Development Tuk Force of
the Greater Tampa Chamber of
Commerce.

<NEn.

Onruruutlt,y Advisory
C.IIIICIJ (CfC)
Mark.U...
Allociatc Dean
CoUeae of Arts & ScieDc:es. USF
(113) 974-6912

Robert AHerloD
IDterim Dean
CoUeae of BusiDess AdmiDisttadoD, USF
(113) 97....211
David AraJe (Co-aalr)

Executive Direc:tor
Citizens AllW.ce for Propess, Inc.
(113) 934-SIIl

Joe BlacluDaa
Institute for At-Risk Infants, Children & Youth, IDd Their Families,
USF
(113) 974-3700
Cllloe Colley (Co-CIIalr)
Executive Director
Lee Davis Nei&bborbood Devel-

opment Corporation
(813) 24a-.339

VIetor Crist
Representative, 60tb District,
Florida House of Representatives

USFACCA President
•(113) 917-6731
AaaDarby
Executive Director

Haven Community Center
(941) 294-6137

EdGUS...a
A.uociale Dan

CoiJeae ofEduc:Mioa, USF
(113) 974-3400

J..ty HaD (Evalutioa Com•ltt8eCIIalr)
Director, Research a Dev. Center
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas
County
(113) 547-5661
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· ""'Y iorida Community Opportunity Partnenhip Center
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Item 111.0.
Regular Meeting 04/11/96

Action

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director ~
H. Browning Spence, Director, Com nlty Initiatives tl')
Mary A. Romanik, Director, Commu ty Planning and Development~

'

Requested Action
The Board is requested to authorize staff to begin the Request for Proposal
process for lntergenerational and Youth Development programs for Fiscal Year
1996-97.

Options
1. a.

c

b.

Authorize staff to begin the Request for Proposal process for
lntergenerational and Youth Development programs.
Allow agencies who received initial lntergenerational and\or Youth
Development grants in Fiscal Year 1995-96 to competitively compete for a
second and final funding year in Fiscal Year 1996-97 at a maximum of 50%
of the funds they were originally awarded.

2.

Deny the request.

3.

Any other action the Board deems necessary.

Recommended Action
1. a.
b.

Authorize staff to begin the Request for Proposal process for
lntergeneratlonal and Youth Development programs.
Allow agencies who received Initial lntergeneratlonal and\or Youth
Development grants In Fiscal Year 1995-96 to competitively compete
for a second and final funding year In Fiscal Year 1996-97 at a
maximum of 50% of the funds they were originally awarded.

Fiscal Impact

c

The Juvenile Welfare Board allocated $149,429 for lntergenerational Programs and
$148,120 for Yo·uth Development Programs in Fiscal Year 1995-96. If the Board
approves this request, $300,000 will be included in the Request for Proposals
section of the Proposed Administration and Program budget for Fiscal Year
1/1 If"«"(\ - ; - <: n ..,_p
1996-97.

/6tJ 1 UU\.J
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Narrative
Staff is requesting authorization to begin the RFP process for the third year for
lntergenerational Programs and for the second year for Youth Development
Programs. This request is necessary since this process must begin before the JWB
1996-97 budget has been adopted.
The Juvenile Welfare Board has made $150,000 available for lntergenerational
programs for each of the past two years. During that period 28 programs have
received funding, 12 in Fiscal Year 1994-95 and 16 in Fiscal Year 1995-96. During
Fiscal Year 1994-95, 720 children and 407 adults were served through these
programs. Since we have not yet completed Fiscal Year 1995-96 the number of
individuals served has not been calculated, however staff estimates that the
number of people participating will be higher given the increased number of funded
programs. JWB, in conjunction with the Area Agency on Aging and the City of St.
Petersburg , will hold its second annual lntergenerational showcase between 11 :00
AM and 2:00 PM on May 18, 1996 on the Upper Level Center Ice at the
Countryside Mall in Clearwater to highlight Pinellas County's lntergenerational
efforts.
As a part of its program for Youth Development activities, the Juvenile Welfare
Board released $150,000 through a Request For Proposal process for Fiscal Year
1995-96 and funded nine programs. These programs began on October 1, 1995.
Staff estimates that 650 youth will be served this year.
Both the lntergenerational and the Youth Developments programs have been
funded through mini-grants. The maximum funding level for lntergenerational
programs has been $15,000 and the maximum for Youth Development programs
has been $25,000. Successful applicants from the previous year's
lntergenerational RFP process have been eligible to competitively apply for 50
percent of the funding they received. This will allow programs the opportunity to
demonstrate an increasing resource commitment to their program as funding is
only available for two years. It will also ensure that proposers with creative new
ideas will be considered during the upcoming funding cycle. Staff is proposing
using a similar format for both the lntergenerational and Youth Development
programs and to begin the 1996 Request for Proposal schedule in April for the
lntergenerational Programs and in May for Youth Development Programs. Funding
recommendations will come before the Board on September 12, 1996.
Staff Resource Person:

Jean Davies
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Item Ill. E.
Regular Meeting 4/11/96

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

Jemes E. Mills, Executive

Director~

Requested Action
The Board is requested to endorse the Stand for Children in Washington, DC
on June 1, 1996.

Options
1. Endorse the Stand for Children
2. Endorse the Stand for Children with qualification.
3. Take no action

Recommended Action

c

Endorse the Stand for Children in Washington, DC on June 1, 1996.

Source of JWB Funds
Not applicable

Fiscal Impact
No additional fiscal impact.

Narrative
Under the leadership of Marian Wright Edelman of the Children's Defense
Fund, over 650 national, state and local organizations (including the Child Welfare
League of America of which JWB is a member) have endorsed this day of moral
commitment to children. The Stand is seen as a non-partisan, non-political day of
commitment to the needs of children as the 20th century draws to a close and a new
millennium draws near. The purpose of the Stand has been described by Ms.
Edelman as:
"A day for Americans to gather and affirm our responsibility as individuals,
families, communities, and as a national community for improving the quality of
life of children.
A day for Americans of every race, age, region, income , and faith to united in
Washington, DC as a national community in support of children.
A day to affirm what unites us rather than what divides us: a desire to raise
healthy, educated, and moral children.

A day for us to celebrate children and those who struggle every day to raise
them well.
A day to send a message to political, business and cultural leaders that they
must do no harm to children and that they should make it easier rather than
harder for families to raise children.
A day where parents and grandparents, aunts and uncles. big brothers and big
sisters, students and educators, advocates and nurturers will ourselves do
better for children and commit to holding our cultural , business and political
leaders responsible for doing more for children.
A day to speak in one voice: "Leave No Child Behind!"
Support activities in Pinellas are already underway. Plans are being made to adjust
the travel of Childs Park CCYD citizens and youth, who will already be in Philadelphia
at a cross-site meeting ending May 31, to attend the rally on the way home. The
Child Care Advocacy Committee (a JWB Children's Committee} has already begun
promotional activities. Individuals have announced their intention to attend. JWB staff
resources have been identified to be focused on increasing community awareness,
individual participation and organizational endorsements of the Stand for Children. At
a point in time where the needs of children are so pressing, it is critical that JWB
assume its historic leadership role in advocating on their behalf.

Action

TO:

ITEM III.F
Regular Meeting 04/11/96
Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

Requested Action
The Board is requested to hold the issue of further allocations of the remaining
NFC allocation (1995-96) in abeyance and authorize staff to further pursue
collaborative arrangements and develop a more strategic approach to the
establishment of NFC's in the south county area.

Options

c

1.

Postpone further actions for at least 90 days to allow for the exploration of
potential collaborations and develop an overall approach to South County.

2.

Proceed with a decision on the Bartlett Park application at the May meeting.

3.

Take no further actions to establish new NFC's until the 1996/97 fiscal year.

4.

Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
Postpone further actions for at least 90 days to allow for the exploration of
potential collaborations and develop an overall approach to South County.

Source of JWB Funds
Not applicable

Fiscal Impact
None at this time

C

Narrative__________________________
At the February meeting of the Board the staff did not recommend funding of an
RFP response by Operation PAR on behalf of Bartlett Park and three other

\

adjacent south St. Petersburg neighborhoods even though that application has
scored highest. Staff recommendation was primarily based on concerns that
the proposed service site significantly overlapped the service areas of both the
Sanderlin Neighborhood Family Center and several City of St. Petersburg
programs and facilities. (The RFP (as all RFP's) states: "The Juvenile Welfare··
Board reserves the right to fund at a lower level than requested, to reject any or
all proposals, to waive any now substantive deficiencies or irregularities and to
award a contract in what it believes to be in the best interest of JWB and
Pinellas County. (p.2) The RFP further stated (p.6)" Since a key element of
neighborhood centers is accessibility, the centers will be located within an
approximate 30 minute walk from most of the participants. A typical
neighborhood might extend approximately one mile in radius from the Center's
location). After lengthy discussion the Board tabled the matter and asked the
staff to address the issue and report back to the Board in 60 days.
Two meetings have been held with residents, PAR and City staff to discuss
their plans for a neighborhood family center. Items discussed included: the
scope of services provided by the Sanderlin Center, Enoch Davis Center, and
Frank B. Pierce Center; other JWB funded services located within the Bartlett
neighborhood which had not been involved in the initial planning process;
neighborhood needs; proposed activities; facility issues; and potential funding
sources. Ann Doyle, HRS Family Support and Preservation Program
Coordinator, provided an overview of funding potentially available for
neighborhood family centers from HRS. While many issues have been
discussed, a specific plan of action has not yet been developed. The residents
have asked for additional time in order to come up with a viable plan.
JWB staff also met with the City of St. Petersburg's Great Neighborhoods
Program to determine the City's possible interest in better coordinating the
City's and JWB's neighborhood development plans. Likewise staff has also met
with County CDBG (Community Development Block Grant) staff to explore
possible county interest in better collaborating an neighborhood development
(JWB and the County already collaborate in the Omni Center in Ridgecrest and
CAP (Community Alliance for Progress) in Tarpon Springs).
Two major issues merit thoughtful consideration by the Board at this point in
time:
1.
To date, JWB has utilized its traditional competitive RFP to develop
centers. While this has produced eight centers, the competitive
process does not further collaboration among funders, allow
technical assistance at c cial stages of program development, can
work against groups that are experienced grant seekers and foster
a competitive, and possibly negative environment. Additionally,
the process leaves to chance the allocation of resources to areas of
highest need. The positive experiences in the CCYD initiative
strongly suggest that an alternative approach may be more
productive.

I
2.

The development of Neighborhood Family Centers has reached a
" resource cross roads" . The Board originally approved the funding
of seven neighborhood family centers at an estimated cost of
$200,000 each or $1 ,400,000. The $1 ,200,000 threshold is
being approached with the current funding cycle. Program
redesigns have allowed 8 centers to be funded at this reduced
threshold. The Board will have to determine whether to proceed to
the full funding commitment or accept the targeted number of
centers as its objective. Even with a decision to proceed to a full
funding level and the achievement of funding collaborations, the
number of additional centers to be funded will be limited . This
limitation strongly suggests the utilization of a much more strategic
siting process than the competitive RFP process allows.

Staff would propose cooperating with the City of St. Petersburg to review
needs, assets and potentialities for that portion of the city south of 22nd
Avenue North {The unique needs of that portion of the city between Central
Avenue and 22nd Avenue North are often overlooked in planning efforts.) This
effort would not preclude either identification of other neighborhoods elsewhere
in the city or a review of the Gulfport community .
Likewise staff would propose to continuing it_ '-'-="~
County CDBG staff. Alth
sions have
focused primarily on
the High Point
1agecrest neighborhoods, sue
view
uld not preclude
at other municipalities or communities in the u
rated area.
also loo ·
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Information
TO:
FROM:

Item IV.A
Regular Meeting 4/11/96

Juvenile Welfare Board Members
James E. Milia, Executive Direct~
~
H. Browning Spence, Director of ~munlty Services~
Mary Romanik, Community Pl8nnlng & Developmen~~

Community Council Semi-Annual Report
The Community Councils met regularly during the first two quarters. The focus for
this period has been organizing for the 1995-96 service year, election of officers,
establishing goals and strategies, continuing Council awareness of community
issues and services, and developing position papers. The Council focused on
increasing their visibility and establishing their identities by developing their own
stationery and beginning to establish relationships with other community
advocacy/involvement groups. The Combined Council meeting was held on April 7,
with approximately one third of the total Council membership in attendance. Mr.
Mills, JWB's Executive Director and JWB's Board members, Mr. Moriarity and Dr.
Diamond attended and participated in meetings and discussion groups with the
Council. Staff support was provided by staff from Community Initiatives and the
Training Center. This meeting was effective in it's goal of promoting a county-wide
sense of community among the membership. The North and Mid County Council
Chairpersons shared an update of their Councils' activities, and the South County
Council shared their concerns about the School System's policies on zoning and
the predestination plan and requested combined Council support of their focus on
quality education. All members participated in a strategic planning exercise with
Dr. Spence, that included a presentation of the community survey findings and
short focus groups with the Council members.
Following the last Combined Council meeting in October 1995, plans were
developed to evaluate the functioning of the Councils during the first year of
operation. The Evaluation Committee (a combined committee of representatives of
each Council and staff) developed an evaluation tool/process. In February 1996,
120 surveys were mailed to current and former Council members. Of the 120
surveys mailed, 40 surveys (1/3) were returned. The evaluation committee met
on March 25 to start the process of analyzing the compiled responses.
In addition to the above information regarding the Combined Council meeting,
the following is a summary of the activities of each Council for the second quarter:
Mid County Community Council
The Mid County Council meets on the first Thursday of each month at the JWB
Pinellas Park office. This Council is actively developing plans to address two of its
areas of concern : (1) parenting education for families in mid county and (2)

improved information and referral for families regarding services that are available
and accessible to mid county residents. The Strategic Communications
Department responded to the Council's request for information regarding available
services by developing the JWB Directory of Agencies and Programs. The Council,
with Barbara Sowers as Committee Chair, continues to actively distribute these
brochures throughout the mid county area.
The Council Sub-committee on Target Neighborhood involvement with Janet
Lawrence as Chair is currently gathering information about the needs of youth in
the mid county communities of Highpoint, Kenneth City, and Lealman. Another
Sub-committee with Kathleen Gardner as Chair is developing a position paper on
accessibility of library resources to families in unincorporated areas. The Mid
County Council received presentations from: Barbara Murphy, Director of Largo
Library; Henry Schubert, Largo Assistant City Manager; Kathy Helmuth, Strategic
Communications; and Kent Allman, Chairman Electo-Mechanicai/Eiectronics
Department at PTEC. The Council also participated in the February 24, Fun Day
On The Pinellas Trail.
The Mid County Council received one new Lay member. The membership
includes 18 lay members (three youth) and seven professionals.
North County Community Council
The North County Council met regularly during the second quarter. The Council
continues to meet at the Mease Outreach Center in the Countryside Mall. The
Council received a presentation on the Juvenile Court System from the Board
Liason, Judge Quesada . Presentations were also received from : Gwen Perry,
Citizens Alliance For Progress in Tarpon Springs; Sgt. Anthony Holloway,
Greenwood Community Police Officer and Claudia Nelson; T3CD Coordinator
regarding the Discovery Super Playground project in Tarpon Springs. The Council
also wrote a letter of support for the playground.
The Council continues to be actively involved in the process of recruiting new
members for the 1995-96 fiscal year and seeking more community input and
involvement. Members recruited members from their communities and professional
organizations. The Council participated in the February 24 Fun Day on The
Pinellas Trail and used that opportunity to disseminate information about the
Council and gather information from citizens on the trail.
The North County Membership includes 14 lay members (four youth) and seven
professionals.
South County Community Council
The South County Council met regularly during this quarter. The Council has
established a regular meeting location at PTEC Community Outreach Center in St.
Petersburg.

The South County Council is now focusing on the area of concern identified as
Quality Education. Immediate attention is being given to the areas of zoning and
tracking, and the impact of these issues on the quality of education, and parental
involvement in the education of their children. The Council received a
presentation from Mrs. Betty Sembler and Watson Haynes on Charter Schools.
The Council received one new lay member. The South County membership
includes 17 lay members (three youth) and five professionals.
Staff Resource Person: Dorthy J. Whitlock
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Attachment
CHAIRPERSONS SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT
JWB MID COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNCIL

The mission and vision of the Mid County Council are still in their formative
development stages. The Mid County Council had only two meetings with the new
Executive Committee.
Purpose
The Juvenile Welfare Board Community Councils Statement of Purpose has been
adopted.
The Juvenile Welfare Board Community Councils were designed to address local
issues:
* Identify community strengths,
* Identify needs,
* Develop proposed solutions that could improve the quality of life for
children and families in their respective geographic area of Pinellas
County,
* Communicate those solutions to the Juvenile Welfare Board, the Public
Policy Committee and the Executive Director.
Charles H. Fleer, Mid County Council Chairman, conclusion after the first three
months in office is:
If a Council of busy volunteers are to perform and achieve the above, and do a
serious job of dealing with the problems of children and youth, then it appears
there should be greater staff support from the JWB and possibly a person
dedicated to work with the individual Councils Executive Committee to improve
communications, cooperation and coordination with the community, JWB staff and
JWB Board.
Community Surveys and Studies
1996 JWB Community Survey
Prepared for: JWB of Pinellas County
Prepared by: Brodner Research, Inc.
Purpose: The purpose was to obtain citizen opinions concerning the directions that
JWB should take with regard to funding services for children and their families over
the next five years.

Study Findings:
1)

The most serious problems currently facing Pinellas County were juvenile
crime and drug/alcohol abuse. 80% response.

2)

The second most serious set of problems in Pinellas County:
*Breakdown of family 75%,
* Sexual activity among youth 75%,
*Child abuse 74%,
* Unsupervised children 71%,
*Teen pregnancy 70%,
* Domestic violence 70%.

3)

Approximately two-thirds stated school violence 67%,
One parent household 65%

Mid County Council, Chairman Survey Finding:
1)
2)

3)

Same as above,
Same, breakdown of family due to economic conditions, unemployment or
under-employment,
Lack of respect for others, authoritative discipline, self discipline and sense
of direction and sense of consequences.

One parent household, need for support in one parent household to develop a
program for unsupervised children especially early adolescents age but not limited
to 10 th ru 15.

Mid County Council Chairman Recommendations
Due to short notice, this report reflects only the Chairman's finding and has not yet
been presented to the Mid County Council for their consideration.
1. That the Juvenile Welfare Board and Executive Director, consider:
a) In developing the overall JWB budget, that the budget guidance include as
close as possible an allocation of financial resource expended and programs
operated: 1/3 to the North, 1/3 to the Mid County and 1/3 to the South County.
This is to recognize that each area may have differences in program requirements.
b) In developing the overall JWB budget that the budget guidance reflect financial
and program distribution to include at least 30% of the effort and expenditure to go
to early adolescent prevention programs, with a target to profoundly influence their
experiences at home, in school, in their neighborhoods and in the larger
community during the non-school hours.
Chuck Fleer
Chairperson

Attachment
CHAIRPERSONS SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT
JWB NORTH COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNCIL

The North County Community Council has gone through a positive reorganization
and transition for the year of 1995-96. The members have reassessed the goals
and objectives and became more cohesive. We have had several speakers from
the Criminal Justice System and Pinellas County Schools to speak about youth
problems. Also, representatives of different community organizations have spoken
about needs in the community.
The members participated in the Fun Day at the trail. Surveys were handed out to
citizens to assess needs and wants of the youth in the community.
Future goals are to build up membership and continue to do special volunteer
projects in the community.
Debra Genaldi
Chairperson

L

Attachment
CHAIRPERSONS SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT
JWB SOUTH COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNCIL
The South Pinellas County Community Council holds monthly meetings, the third
Thursday of each month at PTEC. This Council developed its by-laws focusing on
gathering and disseminating information concerning children and families,
community responses to their needs, articulating the community needs and trends
that affect everyone, analyzing the range and interrelated issues that affect families
and their neighborhood, organizing special projects, developing position papers,
staying abreast of community initiatives and making recommendations. Most
importantly, adhering to the established operating guidelines, implementation plans,
policies and procedures for the Juvenile Welfare Board Community Councils.
Our areas of concern are youth programs and current youth issues, elderly
services and support, quality education with growth and development of schools,
business and community partnership through neighborhood and community
involvement, crime prevention and intervention, elderly needs and concerns,
expressing our desire to support the CHILDS PARK INITIATIVE and neighborhood
efforts at the SANDERLIN CENTER.
Our Council recognizes the fact that most programs are aimed at youth issues, but
ordinarily policy makers do not involve youth in the planning or implementation of
programs and activities designed for them. In an attempt to gain input from those
we seek to serve, our Council established a youth sub-committee to sharpen our
focus on their concerns. Primarily, their responsibility is to voice their concerns
and to have a positive effect on our agenda. Focus points being youth drop-out,
teen pregnancy, early and unprotected sex, drug use, crime and community
violence. This forum let their perspectives be formally recognized and addressed.
One of our main interests has been providing support to the CCYD initiative in
CHILDS PARK. We have met with the staff under the direction of Ms. Maria
Weston and Council members participated in the CHILDS PARK FUN DAY as
. volunteers. Our youth Council members were very helpful and some of them
worked all day providing assistance as needed. We would like to thank everyone
for their support in this endeavor. We also offered our assistance during CHILDS
PARK KICK-OFF CELEBRATION.
In 1996, our main focus has been quality education and family support. We have
set up sub-committees, SCHOOL ZONING, chaired by Adelle Jemison and
PREDESTINATION PLAN OR TRACKING, chaired by Doretha Jackson which
have been meeting separately. There will be a summarization of these committee
findings during the meeting. I would like to commend those members who have
faithfully dedicated their time and energy to this cause.

All Community Councils need to seek understanding of the magnitude, the
challenges that our young people are faced with on a day to day basis. Their
experiences during adolescence will determine if they will become productive,
contributing members of society. Our goal is to strive for positive youth .
development and through our Community Councils, we can serve as leaders in this
process.
Joy Brown
Chairperson
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Executive Summary

This is the fourth in a series of progress reports on JWB's on-going evaluation of the
Pinellas Boot Camp Initiative. This report begins to compare selected recruit
characteristics, program variables and recidivism variables for youth released from
Pinellas Boot Camp who successfully completed an aftercare placement vs those who
did not. Placement status is updated for 155 youth admitted to the Pinellas Boot
Camp between start up (11 /94) and the close of data collection for this period
(12/31/95).
Of 118 youth who transferred from Pinellas Boot Camp to an aftercare type program,
83 had been discharged during the period. Of these, 30 were successful graduates,
while 53 were discharged in some other way. Other types of discharge include
transfer to another juvenile program, release due to reaching maximum age, transfer
to the adult system, early discharge due to family relocation.
Of the youth who participated in an aftercare program, all of which operate under
similar guidelines, 72 participated in Eckerd Leadership Program (ELP), Pinellas
County, and 46 in a program in their county of origin. There was no significant
difference in successful discharges between ELP and the aggregate of other aftercare
programs. Successful discharge did not differ significantly between Pinellas and nonPinellas youth.
The influence of several demographic and recruit characteristic variables was
examined. Age at admission to Boot Camp was significantly associated with
completion, with younger recruits less likely to complete aftercare, and more likely to
be recommitted to the juvenile system. Age was included in the model for
examination of all other variables. The following were IW.t significantly associated
with successful completion: race, ESE status, the number of home placement changes
in the year prior to placement, the number of family risk conditions assessed by the
transition team to be present at time of discharge from Boot Camp.
Several prior history variables were examined for influence on successful completion.
With age in the model, only number of prior episodes was significant, with fewer
prior episodes associated with completion of aftercare.
Data related to aftercare program participation was available for ELP only.
Attendance, measured as the ratio of actual attendance to expected days, was
significantly associated with successful completion, as were months with a job and
months with a mentor. The number of community service hours and amount of
restitution paid were not associated with completion.
Successful aftercare completers were less likely to have been rearrested than those
who were discharged in some other way. In addition, successful completers who
were rearrested were less likely to have had an arrest which resulted in judicial
sanctions, had fewer arrests, and were likely to have a greater lag time between Boot

Camp discharges and rearrest. Some youth who are rearrested during aftercare
eventually return to complete, while some arrests have occurred after ttansfer to or
completion of another juvenile program.
The findings have implications for boot camp admissions criteria and for the design
of aftercare programs Since it appears that younger youth are less likely to complete
than older youth, the admission of recruits in the 14-15 year old range should be
looked at with caution, particularly when family circumstances don't seem likely to
reinforce what may be gained during the program. Similarly, a prior history of
multiple prior episodes may indicate a poor risk for aftercare completion.
Since several program variables associated with program participation are associated
with successful completion, aftercare providers should seek additional ways to
engage youth in the program and increase compliance with regard to attendance.
Continued efforts to connect youth with mentors and facilitate job opportunities seem
indicated.
The data used to prepare this preliminary report is limited as follows: arrest data
from the adult system was only available through August, 1995. Juvenile system
data was updated through December, 1995. The number of cases in some of the
discharge categories is limited, and no conttol for different lengths of time since
discharge or different times to aftercare completion was included. These will be
addressed in a final report.
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Earned Income Credit
This marks the seventh year that the Juvenile Welfare Board has joined the
Washington, D.C.-based Center on Budget and Policy Priorities in spreading the
word on the Earned Income Credit (EIC). The EIC is a special tax benefit for
working families who may be eligible for up to $3,110. The main focus of the
campaign is to alert qualified families, who may receive the EIC as a result of
filing an income tax return, or arranging with employers to receive the credit
during the year.
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Information was mailed the end of February and included child care centers and
family day care homes, families waiting for subsidized child care, schools,
houses of worship, social service agencies, temporary labor pools, malls and
other outlets with potentially high pedestrian traffic volume. As with last year,
emphasis was placed on reaching the business community (Attachment 1), with
1,270 employers receiving materials. Additionally, the county's 15 chambers of
commerce and 24 city halls were included. Approximately 50,000 pieces of
collateral material --- flyers (Attachment 2), fact sheets, payroll stuffers --- were
sent along with letters to a mailing of more than 5, 700. Special efforts again
included reaching the Hispanic, Cambodian, Laotian and Vietnamese
populations via letters and material in each language sent to their ethnic
organizations and businesses.
Assisting the Juvenile Welfare Board in this year's campaign was Coordinated
Child Care of Pinellas, Inc., Pinellas County License Board for Children's
Centers and Family Day Care Homes, and United Way of Pinellas County.

Staff Resource Person: Kathy Helmuth

c

Reg. Mtg. 4/11/96

Item IV.C - Attachment 1

February, 1996

Dear Colleague:

Sponsors:
Coordinated Child Care of
Pinellas, Inc.
Juvenile Welfare Board of
Pinellas County
Pinellas County License Board
for Children's Centers and
Family Day Care Homes
Vnited Way of Pinellas
County

As a Pinellas County business leader, you have an
opportunity to pass along some very valuable
information to your employees that boosts the
effective return they receive for their work,
while generating revenues for our local economy .
The Earned Income Tax Credit (EIC) helps working
families, including very low-income workers
without children.
What does EIC do for our area's employees and
employers? It supplements wages at no cost to
you, while giving people more disposable income to
pay bills as well as purchase goods and services.
Enclosed is a flier, fact sheet and payroll
stuffer. The flier and fact sheet can be
displayed in an employee information center or
break room. We encourage you to copy the payroll
stuffer for each employee and include it with
their paychecks.
(All materials are available in
Spanish).

If you have questions or want any materials in
Spanish, please contact Kathy Helmuth at the
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County,
547-5677. Thank you in advance for your
assistance with this project, which is certain to
benefit many families in Pinellas .

s E. Mills, ACSW
tive Director
le Welfare Board of Pinellas County

6698 68th Avenue North, Suite A
Pinellas Park, Aorida 34665-5060
Phone: (813) 547-5600
Fax: (813) 547-5610

Reg. Mtg. 4/11/96

WORKERS

Keep all of your income tax refund this year!
Be Smart, Save Money! Workers wi th modest incomes can get
free help preparing their tax returns. To find the free tax
preparation site near you, call 1-800-829-1040.

Put Some Extra

Remember! Getting a quick turnaround on a tax refund is the

MONEY
in Your Pocket!!

most expensive way to have your taxes filed. Paying for a
quick refund takes money away from your Earned Income
Credit or any other tax refund you get.

Claim Your Earned Income Credit
ATax Benefit for People Who Work!
The Earned Income Credit is a special tax benefit for people
who work full- or part-time. If you qualify, you'll owe less in
taxes, and you may get cash back . Even if you don't owe
income tax you can get the credit. But, you must file a federal
tax return.

~~ ilrformt~lion

for
ob01116ow
you can get the Earned Income Credit
andlree help Nling your taxes,
call the IRS at 1-800-829- 1040.

Who can get the Earned Income Credit?
• Single or married workers who were raising children in
their homes, and who earned less than $26,673 in 1995 (or
less than $24,396 if they were raising only one child). File
form 1040 or 1040A, attach Schedule EIC.
• Single or married workers at least age 25 and under age 65,
who were not raising children in their homes, and who
earned less than $9,230 in 1995. File any tax form .

Avoid refund delays! Be sure to provide
the co"ect name and Social Security
number lor each person listed on your
tax return.
r

I
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~

_
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' THE 1996
EARNED
INCOME
CREDIT
CAMPAIGN

I
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Neighborhood Family Centers Newsletter
The JWB-funded Neighborhood Family Centers have produced their first quarterly
newsletter. The newsletter is one facet of JWB's strategy for facilitating peer
support and mutual technical assistance among the centers, and is an outgrowth of
the first quarterly all-center gathering which took place on January 24.
Many exciting things are happening at the centers; the newsletter is also a vehicle
for informing the wider community about some of these good happenings. This
first edition contains summaries of each of the centers' activities as well as
accounts of individual families' experiences with the centers.
Since the Neighborhood Family Centers are for everyone, the newsletter is also for
everyone - center staff and participants, JWB staff and board, community councils,
and anyone else who might be interested.
Staff Resource Person: Connie F. Caldwell
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...

Neighborhood
Family Centers
The Vision Becomes Reality

Neighborhood Family Centers are the Juvenile
Welfare Board's (JWB) invitation to neighborhoods to create a network of support for
young fami lies and families with young children. From its beginning as a vision in the mind
of JWB staff to the reality of eight Neighborhood Family Centers, the process of developing this concept has inspired and challenged
many to new ways of thinking.
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"Dinner with Mom" at Foundation Village

Neighborhood-driven, neighborhoood governed ... Empowering families and communities ... Making
neighborhoods safe by bringing neighbors together and building a senseofcommunity...Discovering
and developing strengths, skills, and abilities of parents, families, neighborhoods ... Involving all ages
to participate in nurturing young families, and ... Building networks of mutual support.

Thank _you ...

* "This plare is really
changing. There aren't
many people left who
are just sitting around.
It's thanks to you because people really
know you care about
them and for a lot of
us, it's the first time
we've had someone who
cared." These are the
words of a participant
at one of the Neighborhood Family Centers,
who is herself enrolled
in technical school.

As the vision becomes a reality it grows, develops, evolves, takes on
new shapes and forms, with each center creating its own variation on
the theme. This is very intentional, as each center is to be a reflection of
the community that brings it into being. One center occupies a single
two-bedroom apartment, another an entire small elementary school,
and still another has a small office building and access to its neighborhood recreation center. Staff vary from one program director with
assistance fro m a consultant and a HUD-funded apprentice to a full
staff of center manager, administrative assistant, volunteer coordinator,
and three outreach workers. Programs range from informal drop-in
counseling and socializing to an array of services offered by various
agencies to community-wide events that bring neighbors together for
fun and fellowship.
Two of the centers were implemented in May of 1994 after a ninemonth funded pre-implementation period. Four more were
established in August of 19<)5, and two in February of 1996,
fo flowing a ten- month funded planning period, giving a total of Eight
Neighborhood Family Centers! Their names and addresses are on
page 2.

"' from the QWJrterly Report narrative notes of Judy
Walker, Foundation VIllage Neighborhood Family Center.
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James B. Sanderlin Family
Service Center
2335 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Contact: James Robinson
321-9444

Union Academy Cultural
Center
401 East MLK Jr. Dr.
Tarpon Springs, FL 34()89
Contact: Gwen Perry
934-5RX1

Asian Family and Community
Empowerment Center
C1X9 9th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33734
Contact: Bun Hap Prak
X9X-2YY I

Families Outreach Center
Uniting Services to Empower
the Deaf (FOCUSED)
7545 X3rd Street North
Seminole, FL 34()47
Contact: Stacey Wagner
399-YlJX3

Foundation Villal,re Neighborhood Familv Center
Y I 0 Woodiawn Avenue #403
Clearwater, FL 3461 ()
Contact: Judy Walker
445-Y504
North Greenwood Community
Family Center
1002 North Greenwood Ave.
Clearwater, FL 34() 15
Contact: Bilal Habeeb-U IIah
29X-X 105

Safety Harbor Neighborhood
Family Center
935 Main Street
Safety Harbor, FL 34oY5
Contact: G lenn Burgess
7Y1 -X255

Garden Villas Neighborhood
Family Center

All Center Gathering
"Energized!," "Connected!," "Un(fied-One world!, "Excited!,"
"Wonderful!" -- These are some of the ways in which representatives
from the six JWB-funded neighborhood family centers expressed their
feelings as the first all-center gathering came to a close on January
24.
Held at JWB , the gathering was attended by a total of l7 persons
from the six centers . lt was an evening of eye-opening experiences as
people from the six centers met each other, most of them for the first
time, and began to communicate and learn from each other.
"l 'm so g lad 1 met her, we deal with so many of the same issues-we're
going to get together next week!" "I'd like to know more about how
that center gets so many volun teers; we're not having much success
with volunteer recruitment." "We'd like to help show the other centers
how to network with agencies to get more services at their centers."
Peer-provided technical assistance: the best kind! It's happening among
the centers since their first meeting, and it will continue because
the group decided to meet regularl y, at least on a quarterly basis for
now.
Gwen Perry of Union Academy and James Robinson of Sanderlin
volunteered to join JWB staff in planning the next gathering, which
will be held April! Xth at the Union Academy Neighborhood Center
in Tarpon Springs.
The gro up also decided to produce a newsletter-and here it is! Stay
posted for more exciting news from the Neighborhood Family Centers.

OH Baby .....
* One resident meets another at her neighborhood center and a few weeks later is the
one called upon to drive the neighbor to the
hospital to deliver her baby'

60-A Sandalwood Drive
Clearwater, FL 34619
Contact: Tracey Peoples
725-7939

• from the Quarter1y Report narrative notes of Judy
Walker, Foundation VIllage Neighborhood Family Center
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What Is FOCUSED?
FOCUSED stands for Family
Outreach Center Uniting Services to Empower the Deaf. It
is partofYouth & Family Services,
a department of Friends of the
Deaf Service Center, Inc. T his
center opened on August 1, 19<:>5.
Eversincethatday,R:X::USED has
grown like a blossoming tree,
with an open and warm welcome
to parents who are Deaf or have
Deaf children. The Deaf and
Hard of Hearing residents of
Pinellas County are part of a
unique cultural and linguistic
community.

C

FOCUSED provides a focal
point for activities, education,
sociali zation, and community
referrals for these individuals
and their families. Included are
parent/child play groups ,
parenting dasses, health and
child care resource information,
adult basic education classes, independent living skills training,
speech, reading/communciation
strategies classes, family(mdividual
counseling, community activities,
and much more.

The story that follows really
emphasizes how much we are
thankful we have this center:
OnechiUy afternoon, a man entered
our building looking exhausted,
crying out for our help. I asked
him, "whyareyousoexhausted?"
He looked at me and signed

"I rode my bike for 25 miles one
way to come see you because I
need help! There is no one else
to help me." l was surprised at
how brave he was to have ridden
all that way, even though he is
deaf. It is dangerous for deaf
people to ride in traffic. He came
and asked us for help with a legal
problem regarding child support.
He had been ordered by the
court to find a job by a certain
date or be thrown in jail. He
had ridden his bike or walked
all over Pinellas County, but no

regarding his needs. We were
able to advocate for him in
court and explain to the judge
the role we could play in helping resolve this situation. She
gave him more time to find a
job. Working with us, he was
able to do so in just two
weeks! We made many home
visits and calls to the
children's schoo l, Coordinated Child Care, and before/
after school programs. Finally his child care problems
were resolved. He is happy and

Parent/Child play group at FOCUSED

one wanted to hire him-he is
deaf and his reading and Eng Iish
levels are only second grade.
Once he was offered a job, but
was unable to take it because
he could not find child care for
the three children currently
living with him.
We accepted him as a client
and did some quick research

feels relieved from the pressure he had earlier. Now, his
goal is to keep his job. One
day, I stopped by his house and
he gave me a warm smile and
a big handshake. He kept saying
"Thank You!" repeatedly. It
is very satisfying to be able to
address the many needs in this
community that for so long
have gone unmet!
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"A Brighter Future"
Empowerment Through Your Neighborhood Family Center

Citizens AJiiance for Progress,
Inc. (CAP) is a nonprofit, multiracial organization located in
the city of Tarpon springs. Our
mission is to operate a faci Iity
where programs can provide
physical, mental, spiritual, and
moral support for fami Iies.
The neighborhood fami ly
center's programs are housed
at Union Academy Cultural
Center, 401 Martin Luther
King Jr. Drive in Tarpon
Springs.
In keeping with that mission,
our Outreach Worker and Program
coordinator selected a group
of young mothers enrolled in
the Evenstart/GED program,
St. Pete Junior College, and
teens from a local high school
to accompany them to a women/
youth convocation .
This annual conference, sponsored by the Central Florida
Chapter of Black Women's
Congress, Inc., convened on
December 2, I Y95, at the pictures4ue campus of the University of Central Florida in
Orlando. The theme for this
conclave was "The Black Family: Alive and Well". It was divided into two concurrent sessions, one for women and the
other for youth self esteem.
The workshops focused on
myths and stereotypes about

the demise of the black family.
Topics included physical, mental, and spiritual health, teenage
pregnancy, communicable diseases, education, decision making, goal setting, and building
self esteem.Those in attendance
were engulfed by the positive
energy and essentia l information they received from their
workshop facilitators. Most of
this new found knowledge gave
these young women encouragement and hope that their futures
could become brighter with
planning and hard work.

Honor Roll Party at the
Union Academy Center

Numerous positive changes occurred in the lives of those attending this conference. Some
were more determined than
ever not on ly to attain their
GED's but to actively pursue
careers rather than settling for just
any job. The youth became
more determined to pursue college after completing hi gh
school.

Two of the attendees were selected to speak at a Pinellas
Leadership council meeting
which dealt with how nonprofits
aid the ir clients in becoming
empowered to change their
lives. They did such a tremendous job in conveying how our
neighborhood family center has
affected their lives that an individual hearing them was moved
tothepointofcontributing approximately $1 ,5m to Citizens Alliance.
These same presenters were
also featured in one of JWB's
monthly TV programs.
At the present one of these young
mothers is anxiously seeking to
complete herGED in the next few
months. One of her future plans
is to enroll in a nursing program
to obtain an LPN license. The
other mother, who had been a student at SPJC, has just been hired
as a bank teUer for Barnett Bank
and will be entering their educational incentive program. One
day she plans to be a bank manager.
These success stories should be
encouraging to all who have had
any doubts of the extraordinary
effects that a neighborhood family center can have on lives of its
clients.
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The Sanderlin Center
Gets to the Root of a Problem
The purpose of the James B. Sanderlin Family Center is to provide a holistic approach to the development
of the families in the community, especially the black family. It is hoped that the center would become a
focal point for community pride, thereby establishing continuity and consistency, filling gaps, enhancing
existing progrdiTis, as we strive for community unity based on the empowerment of a people to help themselves.
We offer many programs, including parent support groups, outreach and linkage with community services,
tutoring, dance and karate classes, community law, assistance with Medicare and food stamps, Jazzercise,
music theory, health care, and family fun day and other community events.

The following story
is an example of our
work with neighborhood families:

c
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"When I first contacted the Sanderlin
Family Center I was
having trouble with
my mortgage company. In the beginning
I came to the center
seeking help in paying
my e nergy bi II. 1
needed help because
my monthly mortgage
payments inl:reased
from $367 to $455.
Mr. Mims (the Outreach worker) called
Community Garden Project at the Sanderlin Center
the mortgage company to find o ut why my monthly payments had inl:reased. The mortgage company told us that the payments increased because they had to take out home owners insurance on my house. After talking with
several representatives we were informed that if l bought my own home owners insurance it is possible that
I could get a l:heaper rate. So I purchased my own home owners insurance. The mortgage company
dropped the insurance they purchased for the property and my monthly mortgage payments dropped back
to $367. Now at the present time my new home owners insurance is being paid out of my escrow account
and I have $X8 more to live each month. The insurance policy that the mortgage company took out was
very expensive. Thanks to the Sanderlin Center for their help, I didn't know where to turn and they gave
me help."
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Foundation Village
Vo 11111 tee r J.~m.
*A bi-lingual AFDC mom
who had not been participating at her neighborhood center is called
upon to assist a child,
who speaks Spanish
only, with her homework,
and begins to log volunteer hours, building her
self-esteem.

Depressed?..

No More
* A participant who said that

lastyearon Christmas Day, she
was so depressed she spent
most of the day crying , this
year cooked a turkey and
baked holiday cookies in
preparation for the Center
Open Hou se which she
hosted for residents. Guests
brought a dish for the group
to share.

Most fmprot·'ed. ..
A 13 year old girl who
had been truant most of
the time for the first two
months of sc hool thi s
year is now a ttending
school regularly, received
the "most improved" award
from her teach e r in
November and just made
Honor Roll!
*

A Child Becomes a Leader
Foundation Village Neighborhood Family Center is a place for families
to gather, get to know each other and to share both common problems and possible solutions to those problems.
Our center prov ides a supportive atmosphere conducive to learning, growing and socializing. We offer Kids' Homework Club
after school, Mom's Morning Out, ne ighborhood cook o uts and
parties, job skills/training, nutrition/cooking classes, parenting
classes, Pare nts' Night Out, family budgeting classes, Dinner With
Mom, Youth Drug Preve ntion{fraining, Library/Resource Center, and more.
An exciting development occurred at our center this month at our
Kids' Homework Club. An eleven year old girl (totally of her own
volition) asked the other participants to write an essay, whose theme
has to be "What Being Drug Free Means to Me". A sign-up sheet was
made available and several children expressed a willingness to do this
assignment. Our eleven year old "coordinator", who is artistic, draws a
cover for each essay and provides spelling assistance to younger children if asked to do so. Seven essays have been completed thus far with
no staff involvement. This project belongs exclusively to the c hildren!

P1'EC

.Em plo_yme11 t . ..
* A center participant

graduated from the CNA
program and secured employment at $8 .50 per
hour.

SboppiJ1g.
* One re si d ent mentions

her difficulty in mak ing her
R:xxi Stamps last all month;
another volunteers to go shopping with her and share her
"economy shopping" tips .

Re sidents encounter
other re si dents at their
center who are enrolled
in PTEC and are heard
asking them question s
about their program s; the
supply of catalogs has to
be rep leni shed!
*

.. from the Quarterly
Report narrative notes of
Judy Walker, Foundation
Village
Neighborhood
Family Center
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The Asian Family and Community Empowerment Center embodies the spirit of the Asian
People by allowing the Asian
communities to interact in
ed ucational, cultural , socia l
service, and co mmunity social
activities, thereby incuring cultural preservation and promoting community empowerment
which will enhance s uccessful
participation in the greater
community. Administered
and governed by members of
the Asian American communities, the center's purpose is to
strengthen individuals and
families in the Asian Community by providing a center for
social events, cultural development, educational opportunities
and mutual assistance. Any of
the communities and cultures
in this area are welcome at the
Asian F.A .C .E. Center.

As you all know, the AfricanAmerican Dance Ensemble led
by Chuck Davis has been coming to the theater for the last few
years, bringing his wonderfully
talented musicians and dancers
and drawing in the AfricanAmerican community to take
part in the performance. Thi s
year, for the first time, he
brought an Asian American
Dance company: Chen &
Dancers led by H.T. Chen and
Dian Dong. Working with the
community through the Asian
Family Center, the Asian American community was able to take
part in these activities.
The evening started with a parade of African and AsianAmerican e lders who were

The dance performances were
excellent and it wa s inspiring
to see so many Asian dancers
in the company.
There was a special section of
dance by the United Lao community of Florida Dancing
Group with Douangehay
Daraphet, Linda Komany,
Vongpher Senka, Annie
Techo,
and
Bouchan
Thongdam performing a traditional dance of g reat beauty
and sensitivity. Thank you to
Andrew Komany and his wife
for teaching and caring for
the girls.
The poem and dance collaboration "Common Ground",
by the dancers, with Marque
Lynche, Sr., Michelle Lynche
and Bun Hap Prak, sums it
up . It was an evening "of
unity, of memories s hared, of
new friends and old, of traditional customs blended with
new I ives, of o ur ancestors
and children."

The Center is being widely
used for many fam il y gatherings from all the groups and on
February 24th, the Thaidam
celebrated their New Year. We
hope that any groups needing
space for an event will call us
to discuss using our Center.
Best of all! Most special of all!
The Asian Family Center, staff,
and participants had the very
great honor of being included in
the Mahaffey Theater production,
Dancing On Common Ground.

honored throughout the
evening for their example,
encouragement, and love.

Laotian Tracltional Dancers

We thank everyone involved
in this event which brought
s uch a special blend of love
and new experiences into the
Asian community.
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GARDEN VILLAS
The Garden Villas Neighborhood Family Center relies on residents to provide leadership on the
governin g board, as well as volunteer their time to help plan and coordinate the center's activi ties. Some of the activities at the center
include o utreach , pare nt ed uca ti o n a nd
support gro ups , family literacy, linkage
to health care, empowerme nt co urses,
First Friends (a mentor program for first
time mothers) , parent's night out, a baby
sitting cooperative, and grocery express.
Located in a four bedroom apartment unit
in Condon Garden s, the center is at times
occupied by very young c hildren (and
caregivers) while their moms attend GED
classes, at times by residents attending
Family Celebration Day at Garden Villas
meetings, support gro ups, classes and
workshops (child care is provided at these times too!) and at other times by residents who drop
in with their c hildren, for counse ling and other types of assistance.
Recently a "Unity Breakfast" was held which brought together residents to allow everyone an
opportunity to get to know each other better. We plan to hold a similar activity at least monthly.

TWO NEW CENTERS FUNDED
IN FEBRUARY, 1996

Child Care at Ganlen Villas
while mom is in GED class

T he two cen ters funded in February are the North
Greenwood Comm unity Family Center and the
Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family Center. The
staff and boards of these centers are busy with
startup activities - hiring and training staff, preparing faci lities , setting up programs, beginning
to reach out in to the community. You 'll be hea ring directly from them in the nex t ed ition of the
Neighborhood Fami ly Center News letter.

For more information about the Neig hborhood Fam ily Centers, please
contact Connie Caldwell (547-5625) , Program Consultant for the Juvenile
Welfare Board in the Community Planning and Development Department ,
6698 68th Aven ue North , Pinellas Park, FL 34665-5060.
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PERSONNEL REPORT FOR MARCH 1996
JWB ADMINISTRATION
New Hires:
Separations:
Transfers:
Promotions:
Reclassifications:
Salary Actions:
Anniversaries:

Staff Items:

c

c

NEW HIRES
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family :
SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
TRANSFERS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family :
PROMOTIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family :
RECLASSIFICAllON
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SALARY ACTIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

COnyers, Brenda - Administrative Specialist II - 3/15/96
Fontenot, Dianna- 3/15196
None
None
None
None
Walterlck, Sue- 3/12179- Seventeen Years
Mallory, Pauline- 3/17/83 - Thirteen Years
Spence, Browning - 3/3/86 - Ten Years
Davies, Jean - 3/7/88 - Eight Years
Howze, Kate - 3/6/89 - Seven Years
caldwell, COnnie • 3/2/92 • Four Years
Goodrich, Mary Ann - 3/10/92 - Four Years
Hall, Judy- 3/1/93- Three Years
Williams, Waher- 3/22/93 - Three Years
Kathy Helmuth, COmmunications Specialist, was asked by the
Center on Budget and Polley Priorities to give a presentation on the
"Earned Income Credit". Kathy made the presentation on February
16, 1996 to a group of Social Service Agencies and Interested
businesses In Palm Beach County.
Bittner, Vera- Administrative Specialist II- 2/26/96
Korzlnek, Frances - Administrative Specialist II - 2/26/96
None
None
None
None
calhoun, Christine- 3/15/96
Pryor, Juliana - To Marriage & Family Counselling - 3/25/96
None
None
Heahlke, Brenda - To Administrative Specialist Ill - 3/25/96
None
None
None
None
None
Mhchell, Mary Jo- To Regular- 3/27196
Hunt, Debbie- To Regular- 3/27/96
None

ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child care:

License Board:
Marriage & Family:
STAFF ITEMS
Coordinated Child care
License Board :
Marriage & Family:

Smhh, carol • 3/23/81 • Fifteen Years
Brogle, Christine- 3/2/92 • Four Years
Shankle, Sharon • 3/1/93 • Three Years
King, Kara • 3/28/94 • Two Years
McGuire, Janice· 3/15/94 · Two Years
Yager, Laurie· 3115/94 ·Two Years
Mhchell, Mary Jo • 3127/95 ·One Year
Hunt, Debbie· 3/27/95 • One Year
None
None
None
None

c

Information
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INTERIM FISCAL REPORTS

c

(UNAUDITED)
MARCH 31, 1996

PREPARED BY
SUE W ALTERICK
FINANCE MANAGER

c

.JUVEN1I.E WELFARE BOARD
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET - All FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
MARCH 31, 1996

GovCI'IUDCilt

Fund
General

Proprietary
Funds
Internal/
Enterprise

Fiduciary
Fund
Agency

Account Groups
Fixed Asset

TOTALS

L.T. Debt

1996

1995

ASSETS
Interest Bearing Deposits

$16,469,231

lnvestrnents-Def.Comp.Pian

$16,469,231

$14,320,997

$1,318,154

1,318,154

1,059,557

Due from Other Government

190,584

190,584

345,613

Due from Other Agencies

558,992

558,992

395,110

87,571

87,571

87,571

7,545

7,545

637,426

16,723

16,723

16,734

$243,496

434,296

243,496

Note Receivable
Other Receivables
Deposits
Land &Improvements

190,800

Building 8c Improvements

1,399,200

727,496

2,126,696

2,317,496

Fumiture,Fixtures&Equip.

368,646

564,799

933,445

557,876

Accumulated Depreciation

{14,484)

(14,484)

Due from lnterfund transfers
Amt.Provided for Comp.Absn
TOTAL ASSETS

$17.330,646

$1,944.162

$1,311.154

$1,535,791

1509,462

509,462

468,089

$509,'"2

$22,631,215

$20.449,965

$212,253

$350,857

UABII.ITIES
Vouchers&Accounts Payable
Other Payables

$212,253
116,995

Accrued Liabilities

509,462

Def.Comp.due to Employees

1,318,154
29,780

Due to Interfund Transfers
Deferred Revenue
TOTAL LIABILITIES

$29,780

3,193
468,089

1,318,154

1,059,557

29,780

87,571
$416,819

116,995
509,462

$509,462

$1,318,154

87,571

87,571

$2,274,215

$1,969,267

1,535,791

3,118,868

FUND EQUITY

s

1,535,791

Investment in Fixed Assets
Fund Balance
Reserved:

1,914,382

1,914,382

Retained Earnings
Encumbrances

Unreserved: Disability
Anniversary
Cooperman-Bogue
F /Y Expenditure
Undesignated

215,548

215,548

181,378

50,000

50,000

25,000

4,750

4,750

1,571,506

1,571,506

3,322,116

115,072,023

$15,072,023

s11,833,336

120,364,000

$18,480,698

!22.631~15

!20,449,965

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

$16,913,827

$1 ,914,382

TOTAL LIAB. 8c FUND

!17,3301646

!119441162

$1,535,791

!1,311.154

!1~35.791

!509.462

JUVENll.E YELPAilE BOARD
GENERAL FUND
INTERIM STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENDITUilES 8c CHANGF5 IN FUND BALANCE
FOil PERIOD ENDING MAilCH 31, 1996
(CUIUU:NT Y.T.D. "JJ. • 50%)

YTD :as "JJ. of Bdgt
ANNUAL
BUDGET

MONTHLY
ACIUAL

Y.T.D.
ACIUAL
1,6

1,5

REVENUE
Property Taxes

$24,359,584

$550,855

$21,536,360

88%

89%

56,000

10,402

40,441

72%

86%

Intergovernmental

608,440

92,540

206,360

34%

41%

Interest on Investments

470,102

71,426

256,794

55%

76%

MisceUaneous

250,272

55,080

55,080

22%

78%

17,034

92,828

139,923

734,949

25,744,391

937,260

22,922,112

89%

91 %

(3,158,177)

(297 ,228)

(1,498,173)

47%

47%

(23,059,248)

(1 ,852,207)

(8,613,889)

37%

36%

(1,155,479)

(38,520)

(639,645)

55%

58%

(32,457)

(112,897)

(340,065)

(1,524,041)

C2.560.4nl

(12.311,645)

45%

48%

84,078

474,026

(1,539,139)

11,008,193

Fees

Proprietary
Component Units
TOTAL REVENUE

EXPENDITIJRES
Administration
Children's Programs
Non-Operating
Proprietary
Component Units
TOTAL EXPENDITIJRES

(27,372,904)

OTHER FIN.SOURCES
Operating Transfers from JWB

EXCF5S(Deficiency) of Revnue over Expend

(1,628,506)

FUND EQUITY
RF5ERVED ·Encumbrances
UNRFSERVED-Disability

c

215,548

-Anniversary

50,000

-Cooperman Bogue
-F/Y Expenditure
-Undesignated

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

4,750
1,628,506

1,796,151
3,889,185
£1619Uaf27

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
ADMINIS1'llATIVE EXPENDITUilES
FOB. PERIOD ENDING MAllCH 31, 1996
(CUIU\ENT Y.T.D. '% • 50%)
Y.T.D.
AcnJAL

MON'IH
AcnJAL

BUDGET

'!I. OF BUDGET

1"'

DIRECTOR

Personnel

s

143,948

s

18,953

s

1,5

75,703

53%

59%

40,582

2,373

12,771

37%

37%

TOTAL

114,530

21.326

U.474

48%

54%

Personnel

93,109

9.303

44,687

48%

50%

18,281

4,350

9,676

53%

63%

TOTAL

111,390

llaiD

~

49%

52%

Personnel

181,381

20 ,349

88,722

49%

48%

61,360

7,801

20,284

33%

24 %

242,741

21.1SO

109,0()(,

45 %

43%

251 ,962

28,863

126,322

SO%

51%
69%

Operating
Capital

SPECIAL ASSISTANT

Operating
Capital

COMMUNICATIONS

Operating
Capital
TOTAL

FINANCE

Personnel

52,787

3,139

37,889

72%

TOTAL

304,749

~

164,211

54%

54%

Personnel

155,807

16,709

68 ,983

44%

43%

60%

38%

Operating
Capital

SYSTEMS&tSUPPORT

192,947

6,456

116,263

3,000

_ill

__!.,!ll

TOTAL

351,754

~

117,079

53%

41 %

Personnel

532,950

59,655

266,962

50%

50%

13,792

1,032

5,655

41 %

65%

~

60,617

m.ill

50%

51%

529,779

34,061

217,158

41%

49%

50,932

1,545

16,217

32%

35%

510,711

~

233,375

40%

48%

TOTAL

Personnel

233,241

27,288

122,252

52%

42%

72,437

3,743

28,879

40%

13%

Operating

~

31,031

151,131

49%

34%

356,226

39,314

159,633

45%

50%

173,656

11,597

78,284

45%

53%

529.112

S0.911

237,917

45%

51%

1,491,173

47%

47%

Operating
Capital

PROGRAMS

Operating
Capital
TOTAL

COMMUNITY SERVICES Personnel
Operating
Capital

RESEARCH

Capital
TOTAL

TRAINING

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

ADMINISTRATION TOTAL:

!

3,151,177

!

297.221

s

c

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INVESTMENT REPORT
FOR PERIOD ENDING 03/3V96

BANK

ACCOUNT

AMSOUTH BANK

Market Investment for Disability
Self Ins.Fund

AMSOUTH BANK
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS TRUST

BALANCE

YIELD

1.38%

$217,109.95

$231.99

Pooled Funds

5.06%

$15,813,607.70

$67,544.24

Investment Pool

5.24%

549,935.59

$ 2.434.51

$16,580,653.24

$70,210.74

AVG.RATE

Budget Comparison
(Year To Date)

BUDGET

YTD ACTUAL"'

$470,102

$327,004.41

%
70%

Over/Under
($143,097.59)

"'"'Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

BUDGET AMENDMENTS TinS MONTH
MT. ZION HUMAN SERVICES - Organizational Grant
To transfer $795 from travel to conference for the Exec.Director to attend two Juvenile Justice
conferences.
COMMUNITY SERVICE FOUNDATION- Neighborhood Family Service
To transfer $1414 within operating expenses in order to accomodate services after its first full
year of operation.

PINELLAS PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL- Youthbuild, St. Petersburg
To transfer $2000 from salaries into contractual to enable the program to hire a grant writer to
write their HUD grant in order to submit for continuation of their funding under that grant.

EXISTING AGENCY ADVANCES
Asian F.A.C.E. Center
Boys & Girls Clubs
Citizens Alliance
Coordinated Child Care
Ervins All American Youth
Girls, Inc. of Pinellas
P.C. Urban League
Sgt. Allen Moore
Youth Homes of Florida
YWCA

$6,999
$11,993
$20,000
$412,120
$ 6,000
$20,000
$28,933
$12,129
$11,227
$13,043

NEW AGENCY ADVANCES
Mrican American Leadership

$7,600

••

,
Regular Meeting 4/11/96

ITEM# IV. G.

SITE VISIT
SCHEDULE & SUMMARIES

c
PROGRAMS & FINANCE
DEPARTMENT

.......

•

~~

services to children

~

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
6698 68TH AVENUE NORTH - SUITE A
PINELLAS PARK, FLORIDA 34665-5060
TELEPHONE: 813-547-5600

'

RATING CRITERIA

FOR
~ASURABLEOBffi~

Objective Exceeded

101%+

Objective Met

100%

Objective Substantially Met

95-99%

Objective performance Needs Improvement
Objective Performance Seriously Deficient

70-94%

Below 70'k

Outstanding

Exceeded or met 1OO'k of objectives

Excellent

Exceeded, met, or substantially met 90'k of objectives

Satisfactory

Exceeded, met or substantially met at least 70'k of objectives

Unsatisfactory

Exceeded, met, or substantially met less than 70% of objectives

SITE VISIT SCHEDULE
Aprll1996

c

C

Young Women's Christian Assoc. of
Tampa Bay
APPS

April 16 & 17, 1996

The Hospice of the Florida
Suncoast
Children's Family Support Program

April18 & 19, 1996

Brookwood
A Young Women's Residence

April 19, 1996

Marriage and Family Counseling
of Pinellas, Inc.
Marriage and Family Counseling Program

April 22 & 24,1996

Young Women's Christian Assoc. of
Tampa Bay
Emergency Housing

April 23, 1996

Sanderlin Family Service Center
Neighborhood Family Center

April 23, 1996

Family Service Center
FAST Program

April 23 & 24, 1996

Exchange Center of the Suncoast
for the Prevention of Child Abuse, Inc.
Parent Aide Program

April 26, 1996

Religious Community Services
Emergency Housing

May 7, 1996

Board Members are invited to participate in site visits. For information, please contact
Stephanie Judd, 547-5643.

SITE VISIT SUMMARIES
FOR :

Family Resources- Helpline
Family Service CentersFamily Life Education
Project Rainbow
Sexual Assault Treatment

Operation PARDisney Crew Program
The Academy
Sixth Judicial Circuit CourtJuvenile Arbitration Program
Suncoast Center for Community Men~al HealthTherapeutic Preschool Program
Walsingham Family Social Support

SITE YJSJI SLIMMABY

AGENCY:

Family Resources Inc.

PROGRAM:

Helpline

DATE OF VISIT:

February 8, 1996

FISCAL YEAR:

FY95·96

PROGRAM COST:
.NiB ALLOCAllON:
COST PER CALL:
(FY 1994·95)

$381,541
$140,711
$ 7.79

Helpline continues to be ·the central telecomm.mications access point for 24-hour cns1s
Intervention/counseling and human services information and referral in Pinellas County. Current services
Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information and Referral
Crisis Intervention Counseling
Directory of Community Resources
Emergency Service Netwo~ for: spouse abuse shelters, Healthy
Families, Family Partners. Friends of the Deaf,
The Child Protection Team, and the Hospice programs.

During the course of the visit the program reports, objective data. methodology, and contract oo~liance were
reviewed and discussed. The program was in compliance with Its JWB FY 1995-96 contract. Several staff
and a volunteer were interviewed, and time was spent observing services.
The program met or exceeded all of its objectives, thereby achieving a rating of OUTSTANDING for its
performance in FY 1994-95.
During the site visit it was found that the program: is very involved in the intra-agency Quality Initiative (01)
operation. is hosting the annual state conference of Information and Referral programs in September, has
developed a computer diskette of information that is available for any interested party to purchase, and that
the IRIS co~ter software that was installed last year has become the state-of-the-art program tor
Information and Referral programs across the country. The program was commended for Its initiative in these
areas.

It was suggested that the program utilize a retreat or some other comparable technique to identify and resolve
any staff concerns.

Contract Manager: Gary Ceman

SJTE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY: Family Service Centers

PROGRAM: Family Ute Education

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:
.NiB ALLOCATlON:

COST PER CUENT:

1895-96
$240 ,680
$191,765
$14

(FY 1e94·95)

DATES OF VISIT: February 22 & 23, 1896

The Juvenile Welfare Board funds the Family Service Centers- Family Life Education Program to provide primary
prevention and education training, worttshops, and groups throughout the comrn.mtty. The program strives to help
children, youth, adults, and families better understand themselves and their relationships with others. The program's
overall service objectives are to prevent and lessen family conflicts, interpersonal relationship problems, and Individual
emotional problems; strengthen family life; and encourage the development of maxirn..~m potential in Individuals so
that they may become healthier contributing members in their own families, community, and society.
During the site visit, we spoke to program staff, observed a uman Sexuality presentation for 30 students aged 10-18 at
the Juvenile Detention Center, reviewed programmatic records and client case files; verified objective and minirn..~m
service level data, and completed a review for contract corfl)liance.
From October 1994 to September 1995. the program served 11 ,166 children and 5,866 adults. reaching 102% of Its
target for children and 107% of its target for adults . Seven hundred and ninety-eight (798) worttshops were provided.
Client outcome measurements found 95% of worttshop participants reported gaining additional knowledge regarding
the subject presented, and 94% of youth who attended a corfl)lete series of family life education classroom
presentations reported significantly increased awareness of human sexuality options available to them.

I
I

The recommendations were that field supervision be included in staff training : that the JWB Agreement revenue
pages be updated to separate out all funding sources from client fees and that the methodology be updated to reflect
the changing role of the Project Manager and new program activities ; and that the program evaluate the time in the
program of the Program Manager, the Director of Community Services and the Administrative Assistant.

Comac:t Manager: Dorothy Jennings

SITE YISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Family Service Centers

PROGRAM:

Project Rainbow

DATE OF VISIT:

January 12, 1996

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER CUENT:
(FY 1SKM-1895)

1995·96
$98,417
$60,144
$266

The Juvenile Welfare Board funds the Family Service Centers- Project Rainbow to provide support services to children
and families in which a child has a chronic and/or life threatening illness. Individual, family . and group counseling are
provided to help the child and the family cope with the situation and to help the family develop healthy panems of
adjustment.
During the site visit. we spoke with program staff and two clients ; programmatic records and client case files were
reviewed ; objective and minimum service level data was verified ; and a review was completed tor contract
compliance.
From October 1994 to September 1995, the program served 120 chronically ill children, 202 total children, and 179
adults. reaching 134% of its target for chronically ill children, 135% of its target for all children served in families. and
119% of its target tor adults. Client outcome measurements found 68% of families who successfully completed the
program. demonstrated improved family communication, cooperation, and management of the child's illness; and
100% ot the families who sucessfully completed the program, maintained behavioral improvements, as measured by a
follow up contact at six months after program completion. One-hundred percent (100%) of newly admitted families
were profiled.
The program continues to have the support of the Rainbow Auxiliary. This year there was staff turnover In all
positions. There was improved program coordination, case record documentation and reporting, timeliness of case
closings. and intake procedures.
The program requirement was that the program expand ou1reach efforts to increase the number of families actively
seen and send monthly reports of ou1reach activities and of new program admissions.
An agency/program requirement was that the agency assure that all data required by JWB is accurate and reliable by
establishing an MIS database that accurately tabulates client data as required by each of the JWB Agreements'
measurable objectives and miniroom service levels and as required by the JWB Semi-Annual Report Instructions.
Until the MIS data is accurate. all programs are required to manually track and tabulate all data required by JWB.

Cortract Manager: Dorothy Jennings

..
SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY:
PROGRAM:

Family Service Centers
Sexual Assault Treatment
Program

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCAnON :
COST PER CLIENT:
(FY 1994-1995)

1995·1996

s 640,790
$314,117
s 319

DATE OF VISIT: January 18, 1996

I

I

I

The Juvenile Welfare Board funds the Family Service Centers-Sexual Assault Treatment Program to provide
comprehensive crisis intervention counseling and ongoing counseling for victims of sexual assault and their families.
Crisis counseling is available 24 hours a day. seven days a week through the use of highly trained volunteers and
on-call professional counselors to families with children during times of stress. The overall service objectives are to
keep the family intact when this is the appropriate choice of action, to restore communication among family members,
and to rebuild self-esteem in the child.
During the site visit . we spoke to program staff and three clients ; programmatic records and client case files were
reviewed : objective and minimum service level data was verified ; and a review was completed for contract
compliance.
In FY 1994·1995, the program served 820 children and 1024 adults reaching 91% of Its objective for children and
85% of its objective for adults. Program outcomes found that 100% of all child victims demonstrated age appropriate
language for body parts and genital area: 93% gave an age appropriate explanation of child abuse; 87% understood
that sexual abuse is not the victim's fault ; and 96% made verbal commitment to tell an adult If someone
demonstrates offender behavior in the child's presense. Of the parents/caretakers who received 4·10 therapy
sessions : 100% believed the victim's account of abuse; 94% had an increased understanding of sexual abuse
trauma: 94% had an increased understanding of sexual abuse prevention; and 93% had increased parenting skills
related to sexual abuse trauma.
The Sexual Assault Treatment Program continues to have strong clinical supervision and training . There has been a
decrease in referrals primarily because medicaid clients are now referred elsewhere . There is no waiting list. There
has also been extensive staff turnover.
The recommendations were that the program: expand outreach efforts to increase the number of families served;
manually track and tabulate all data required by JWB until the agency can assure that the MIS database is accurate
and reliable : and increase the level of advertising for vacant positions and report on the results of the salary survey
when it is completed .

Contract Manager: Dorothy Jennings

.. .

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY:
Operation PAR
PROGRAM:
Disney Crew Prevention Program
DATE OF VISIT: February 1, 12, 15, 1996

FISCAL YEAR:
BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER CHILD:
(FY

1995·96
$260,502
$137,331

S

8.41

N-15)

Operation PAR collaborates with Wall Disney Inc., to offer a substance abuse prevention program
entitled the "Disney Crew Prevention Program· in this area. This program is offered to an third and
fourth graders in Pinellas County and to some Pasco County schools as well as other organizations in
the vicinity. The Disney Crew Prevention Program is a live puppet show featuring Disney created
characters (the ·crew"), who enact a variety of musical numbers. comedy portrayals, and audience
participation scenes that demonstrate the dangers of tobacco, alcohol, inhalants, cocaine, LSD and
marijuana. The program was updated last year to add more emphasis on how to make positive
decisions in response to negative peer pressure, and also includes several program content changes
based on input from PAR staff. Following the show, a Disney Workbook is utilized in the classroom to
reinforce the concepts presented by the Disney Crew. These concepts involve identification of drugs,
the dangers of substance abuse, decision making skills and alternative activities to the use of alcohol
and other drugs.
The visit consisted of attendance at two presentations, one at a public school, and one at a private
school. This was followed by a meeting with staff to review the methodology and contract compliance.
This program is offered to all Pinellas County public and private schools who wish to receive It and who
have the facilities to accommodate it. The staff do an excellent job of putting on these presentations.
The program met or exceeded all of Its objectives and received an outstanding rating tor FY 94·95.
Pre and post test results show that the program positively affects children's knowledge, attitudes, and
situation application relative to substance abuse.
There was

a minor recommendation to provide some additional information in future progress reports.

Contract Manager: Mike Schmidt

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY:
Operation PAR
PROGRAM: The Academy
DATE OF VISrT: January 25 & 26, 1G96

FISCAL YEAR:
1995-96
PROGRAM BUDGET: $1 ,636,685
JWB ALLOCAnON: $ 330,679
COST PER CLIENTS/
DAY:
S 119 .~

The Operation PAR-The Academy Center Is a 40-bed residential treatment program for substance
8busing adolescents, between the ages of 13 through 17. Services Include individual and group
therapy, milieu therapy, social skills development, .life skills management training, recreation,
educational services, family counseling, referral, medical and psychological services, and transitional
counseling. Services also Include day care and after care components. All services are coordinated
using a plan of treatment designed around the particular needs of the Individual client.
The site visit consisted of a review of program services, the facility, contract
data collection and client record keeping.

I

I

co~iance ,

methodology,

The program typically has clients in residence for four to six months, with six months of aftercare and
follow up at one year from discharge. Performance on measurable objectives for FY 94-95 was
outstanding, as all objectives were either met or exceeded.
There was a recommendation that the program update certain portions of Its methodology during the
next funding application cycle.
Contract Manager: Mike Schmidt

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY:

Sixth Judicial Circuit Court

PROGRAM:

Juvenile Arbitration Program

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCAnON:

COST PEA CUENT:
DATE OF VISIT:

1995-96
$257,986
$63,208
$65

January 26 - March 8, 1996

Juvenile Arbitration is a court adjunct ·diversion program that allows juvenile offenders an
opportunity to earn a dismissal of criminal charges by successful completion of the program.
The program provides arbitration hearings and follow-up services to first time misdemeanor
offenders, repeat misdemeanor offenders and youth charged with non-violent third degree
felony offenses. The youth are given the opportunity to perform community service, make
restitution and are provided educational programs about the consequences of
delinquent/criminal behaviors through the criminal justice system.
The site visit consisted of an entrance conference with the Program Director, interviews with
staff, youth and parents, and review of program files. During the six-week period of
monitoring, five program activities were monitored. The monitoring visit also included an
assessment of program services, staffing pattern, program statistics and performance on
measurable objectives. An exit conference was held with the Program Director and Assistant
Director. During the 'site visit the following program components were observed; Conflict
Resolution , Drug Court, Up In Smoke, Youth Challenge, and a Jail Tour.
During FY 1994-95, the Juvenile Arbitration program served 3794 youth. Ninety-four percent
(94%) of the youth referred were diverted from the court system as measured by court
records and ninety-three percent (93%) who successfully terminated from the program were
not arrested for a delinquent offense for a period of at least twelve months as measured by
Department of Juvenile Justice and court records. The performance on measurable objectives
has been outstanding for the past three years.
The Juvenile Arbitration program continues to grow and expand its services to meet the
needs of youthful offenders. With a Department of Juvenile Justice grant staff anticipates
opening a satellite office this fiscal year in Pasco County to serve the New Port Richey and
Dade City residents. Two new program components were added this past year; Up In Smoke
and Conflict Resolution . There was staff turnover in one position. Interviews with staff, clients
and parents were positive. Program files were reviewed and no deficiencies were noted.
The Juvenile Arbitration Program aids in reducing recidivism in juvenile offenders, deters
Mure delinquent acts by providing Individualized plans of consequences In a structured
program. Fulfillment of all program requirements cancels prosecution and avoids a juvenile
court record. This program also enables the reduction of juvenile court cases and allows the
Court to focus its efforts on the most serious juvenile offenders.
Recommendations were to update the program methodology to include the newest program
components and plans for the expansion of the program into Pasco County.
Contract Manager:

Patricia S. Davis
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IJ1I ~Summary

~

Suncout Center for Corrvnunlty
Mental Health

Program: Therapeutic Prnchool Program

Filcal Year:
Program Budg8t:
JWB Alcaliola:
Ccllll Per Cln:

1995-1996
1143,090
173,501
11,234

(FY1~85)

Dlde riVIIIl: January 23,1896

The Jwenile Welfare Board funds the Sunoout Center for Community Mental Health • Therapeutic
Preschool Program to provide school and oommunity-based mental health aervlces to children identified
as having mild to moderate levels of emotionaL/behavioral disturbances and their families. The major
program objective is the remediation of dysfunctional behaviors and emotional states that have
prevented adequate functioning in regular educational settings. Servioes are provided to one preschool
classroom at the Bay Vista Elementary School and to one classroom at lulman Elementary School.
During the site visit, both LNiman Elementary School and Bay Vista Elementary School were visited,
achool personnel and program management and staff were interviewed, and two families who are
receiving the program's eervioes were visited and interviewed. In addition, programmatic records, client
case files, objective and minimum eervioe level data and oontract compliance issues were reviewed.
During fiSCal year 1994-95, the program exceeded all of its objectives and Its minimum aervioe levels for
adults and children.
Recommendations made as a result of the aite visit ooncemed a review and revision of the program's
data collection tracking system.

Comact Manager. lynn Hildebrand

.
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SilE VISrr SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Suncout Ceater
for Community MeoW. IDe.

PROGRAM: WalsinJbam Family Soc:ia1 Support
DA'IE OF sm VISrr: Jaauary 18, 1996

FISCAL YEAR;
JIROORAM Bl.JDCJB'r.
JWB AIJ..OCA110N:
COST JISR aJENr:
(FY 94-95)

1be Family Social Suppon Project (FSSP) is the bome interveution component of tbe Able R.esilielll Kids
(ARK) Project at the Walsingham Elementary Scbool. 1bis pogram, originally called lhe At Risk Kids
Project, evolved from concerns about an increasing number of drug~ children entering regular
educanon classrooms. 1WB first funded FSSP in October, 19911.0 provide intensive in·bome and
community·based case managemeru/ human service interventions that address lbe broad specuum of family
Deeds through the development and strenglbening of family support systems in the community. 1be overall
program objective is 1.0 sttenglben and empower participating families 1.0 forge meaningful partnerships wilb
lbe Walsingham School on behalf of their children, to reduce lhe incidence and severity of school·based
emotiona!Jbehavioral poblems, 1.0 improve lbe overall functioning of participating families, and 1.0 expand the
scope of the informal family suppcxt netwmt and lbe level of ISSislance fczthcoming from lhese relalionships.

Walsingham school persoMeland the Suncoast family case manager meet wilb families, and sponsor and
participate in neighbc::rhood·based community events. The family case manager provides families with direct
lei"Vices, referrals to other resources, and facilitates good working relationships with Walsingbam School.
Participants in tbe site visit included management and program staff from Suncoast Ctnte:r for Community
Mental Health, staff from Walsingham Elementary School and two families who have received services from
tbe program.
At the end of FY 94-95 the program bad met or exceeded five of its six objectives and substantially met its
minimum service level for adults. Having served only 108 children, lbe pogram fell sbon of its goal to serve
125.

As a result of lhe site visit. 1WB staff recommeuded tballbe program continue to work with Walsingham
School to develop an official leaer tballdvises famUies d lbe availability of tbe family case manager and
briefly describes his fuDctions.
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PROFESSIONALS TRAINED:
MARCH
MARCH
MARCH

1994:
1995:
1996:

1,275
758
1,449

YTD 1993/4:
YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:

10,776
6,416
4,981

YTD 1993/4:
YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:

4,348
1,059
910

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
MARCH
MARCH
MARCH

1994:
1995:
1996:

839
100
277

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES:
PROFESSIONALS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION :
MARCH

1996:

1,726

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
1995/1996
1994/1995
1993/1994
1992/1993
1991/1992
1990/1991
1989/1990
1988/1989
1987/1988
1986/1987
1985/1986

5,891
10,971
23,518
18,037
14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045
16,030
16,005

YTD 1995/6:

5,891

YEAR TO DATE (YTD)

()
JWB TRAINING CENTER MONTHLY UPDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES
DATE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

()
TYPE

412196

CHILDREN'S DAY CELEBRATION JWB
PINELLAS PARK

ACTIVITIES FOR THIS DAY WILL VARIOUS SPEAKERS
INCLUDE A PARENTS' SPEAKOUTRAUY

413196

BUIWING SELF-ESTEEM IN
CHILDREN

NINA HARRIS
EDUCATION CTR.

THIS PRESENTATION WILL
OFFER CREATIVE ACTIVITIES
FOR BUIWING SELF-ESTEEM

4/4196

TEAM BUIWING IN WORKING
WITH YOUTH

MT. ZION
HUMAN SERVICES

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN THE JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.
BENEFITS OF HAVING A STRONC
TEAM WHEN WORKING WITH
YOUTH

PROFESSIONAL

419196

INTRODUCTION TO REALITY
THERAPY

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

THIS WORKSHOP WIU PRESENT JAMES NOYES, ED.D
AN INTRODUCTION INTO
REAUTY THERAPY

PROFESSIONAL

4110196

POSITIVE CONNECTIONS

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN
TO DEVEWP POSITIVE
CONNECTIONSBEnWEEN
YOUTH, THEIR PEERS, THE
FAMILY, & THE COMMUNITY

JIM ANDREWS, MA.

PROFESSIONAL

4111196

ABUSE, NEGLECT &
DEPENDENCY

EXCHANGE
CENTER

CHIWREN'S SERVICES
COMMITTEE

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY

-

JACK HARTMANN, MA.

PROFESSIONAL
AND PARENT

COMMUNITY

DATE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

4112196

POSITIVE PARENTING

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

THIS WORKSHOP WIU OFFER
TECHNIQUES FOR PARENTS TO
BUILD POSITWE RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEIR CHIWREN

LUCIE MALINSKI, B.A.

PROFESSIONAL

4112196

EMPOWERING CliENTS
TO ACT

HRS
ADMINISTRATION

COUNSELORS WILL LEARN
SKIUS FOR MOTIVATING
CliENTS

LINDA ESCHENBURG ,
MA.

PROFESSIONAL

4115196

ENHANCING CHILDREN' S
SELF-ESTEEM DURING
HOME VISITS

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN
ABOUT CHIWREN'S
LITERATURE AS AN AID IN
DEVELOPING SELF-ESTEEM

RJ. DOODY, PH.D &
JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.

PROFESSIONAL

4116196

TRUE COWRS: A COWR KEY
FOR WORKING WITH
FAMILIES

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

THIS WORKSHOP WIU
OFFER INSIGHTS INTO
PERSONAliTY TYPE AND
TEAM BUILDING

MARSHA
M.S.

4116196

STRESS MANAGEMENT

COMMUNITY PRIDE THIS WORKSHOP WIU
DAY CARE CENTER! FOCUS ON LEARNING NEW
WAYS TO DEAL WITH STRESS
GREENWOOD
ON THE JOB AND IN THE
HOME

~---

PROFESSIONAL

MC~ENZJE,

COMMUNITY

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

---

DATE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

4117196

MENTORING ROUNDTABLE

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

CHIWREN'S SERVICES
COMMIITEE

4118196

WORKING WITH CHIWREN
FROM FAM/LIES WITH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

THIS WORKSHOP WIU OFFER
NANCY HAMILTON, M.A ..
INSIGHTS INTO BUIWING PROSOCIAL SKILLS IN CHILDREN

PROFESSIONAL

4118196

CHILD CARE ADVOCACY

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

CHIWREN'S SERVICES
COMMITTEE

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY

4119196

TEACHING CHIWREN
SELF-MOTWATION AND
SELF-CONTROL

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN
SKIUS FOR MOTIVATING
CHIWREN

LUCINDA HUDGINS

PROFESSIONAL

4119196

ANGER CONTROL PART II

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

THIS WORKSHOP WIU OFFER
ADVANCED TRAINING FOR
DEALING WITH ANGRY YOUTH

KIMTOWNSEU

PROFESSIONAL

4119196

FINDING MORE TIME IN
YOUR DAY

GULFCOAST
JEWISH CENTER

THIS WORKSHOP EXPLORES
TIME MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES

JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.

PROFESSIONAL

4122/96

RESIUENT CHIWREN: TODAY' S JWB
RESPONS/BIUTY, TOMORROW'S PINELLAS PARK
PRIDE

BUIWING RESILIENCY IN
CHIWREN IS THE FOCUS OF
THIS WORKSHOP

JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.

PROFESSIONAL

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTO(S)
JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

TYPE
COMMUNITY

DATE

PLANNED ACfiVITY

4122196 I HELPING YOUTH DEVEWP A
POSITIVE SELF-IMAGE

SITE

I

FAMILY
RESOURCES, INC.

BRIEF DESCRIYfiON

PRESENTOR(S)

IPARTICIPANTS WILL DISCOVER I JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

THE DIFFERENT COMPONENTS
OF SELF-ESTEEM AND HOW TO
NURTURE THEIR DEVEWPMEN]

4123196 I COUNSEUNG IN THE HOME

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN
I JOY FR/1Z, M.A.
TECHNIQUES AND APPROACH£~
FOR DOING IN-HOME
COUNSELING

4123196 I YWCA NATIONAL DAY TO
END RACISM

YWCA- CLW.
YWCA - ST. PETE

THE FEATURED TOPIC OF
THE DAY WILL BE:
THE PAIN OF "ISMS"

4124196 I BUIWING RESIUENCY AND
SELF-ESTEEM IN CHILDREN
FROM SUBSTANCE-ABUSING
FAMIUES

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

THIS WORKSHOP WIU OFFER
CREATIVE WAYS TO DEVEWP
RESILIENCY IN CHIWREN

4124196 I LOOKING BEYOND THE LABELS:! JWB
WORKING WITH 'TROUBLED
PINELLAS PARK
YOUTH"

PARTICIPANTS WILL
DISCOVER EFFECTIVE
STRATEGIES FOR WORKING
WITH TROUBLED YOUTH

4125196 I HELPING FAMIUES AND
SCHOOLS COPE WITH THE
ADHDCHIW

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN
ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT
APPROACHES

JWB
PINELLAS PARK

TYPE

JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.

PROFESSIONAL

I PROFESSIONAL
& COMMUNITY

IKATHY REGAN-LEE,

PROFESSIONAL

B.S.W.

GARY BATTANE, M.A.

I ERIC TRIDAS, M.D.

PROFESSIONAL

PROFESSIONAL

DATE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

4126196 KIDS IN GANGS: PREVENTION JWB
AND INTERVENTION STRATEGIE. PINEUAS PARK

IN THIS TRAINING PARTICIPANT. LT. TOM GAVIN
WILL LEARN ESSENTIAL SKILLS
FOR WORKING WITH YOUTH
IN GANGS

PROFESSIONAL

4126196 MAJOR C,QNFERENC,E
FAMILY RESILIENCY:PUTTING
THE PIECES OF
THE PUZZLE TOGETHER

SUNCOAST
BOARD OF
REALTORS

THIS MAJOR WORKSHOP WIU
PROVIDE TRAINING TO
STRENGTHEN THE FAMILY'S
ABILITY TO BECOME MORE
RESILIENT

DIANA BEARD WILLIAMS

PROFESSIONAL

4126196 ESSENTIAL NEEDS

JWB
PINEUAS PARK

CHIWREN'S SERVICES
COMMITTEE

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY

4129!96

"WHEREVER I AM WHEN NIGHT JWB
FALLS:"
PINEUAS PARK
THE HOMELESS WOMAN' S
STORY

THIS WORKSHOP WIU EXPWRE:. JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.
THE PLIGHT OF HOMELESS
WOMEN

PROFESSIONAL

PARTICIPANTS WILL GAIN
INSIGHTS AND SKILLS FOR
MORE EFFECTIVE PARENTING

PROFESSIONAL

4/29!96 EFFECTIVE PARENTING
SKILLS

TOMLINSON CTR.

4!30!96 REMOVING THE BARRIERS
TO COMMUNICATION

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.
COMMUNITY PRIDE THIS WORKSHOP WIU TRAIN
DAY CARE CENTER! CENTER STAFF ON THE BASICS
OF COMMUNICATION
GREENWOOD

1-..._____ - - - - -

JACK HARTMANN, MA.

I
I
I

COMMUNITY

---

-

----

Pinellas County

James E. Mills, ACSW
Executive Director

florida

Media
Packet
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Tide Shifts on How t9~Proteft Abused Children
As reported cases of abuse rise, more states reconsider ffeir focus on keeping children in troubled families
By Marilyn G.niMr . ·

era! funds. And they must allow
child-protection officials to lenninate parental rights sooner, thus
freeing children for adoption. "If
a parent still has a drug problem
after 12 months, you don "t have
to keep kids in limbo," he says.
Some states are already changing laws to reflect these needs. In
Connecticut this week, legislators
are hearing testimony on a miijor
bill that would give child welfare
workers more latitude in cases of
extreme abuse.
"States are at a juncture right
now," says Linda D'Amario Rossi,
conunissioner of the Connecticut
Department for Children and
Youth. "I think policies are heading in a better direction." She
calls such legislative changes ·a
giant step forward for kids."

_ _

family violence, thought children
should be permanen&lr removed .
VERY day, child-w~· from their homes only 1111 a la8C reworkers face an agonizing sort, even if that meant they
decision: whether w keep might spend years shuttling lie- ·
. physically abused and !legleCted tween their birth parents and fOilchildren with their ~ or ter care.
place them in a foster home.
Toda.Y. after studying hundreds
That dilemma has taken on of child-fatality record&, he has
new urgency. In the wake of re- concluded that some violent parcent highly publicized cases in ents are "not rehabilitable at aiL •
several states where children died For others, "the time it would take
from beatings at the hands of par- to resolve all their problems, inents or other adults in the home, eluding drugs, would be too
some advocates and legislators long," Gelles~. In such cases
are calling for change.
adoption should be a more ac"The current system is only ceptable alternative, he argues.
weighted toward giving mother He points out that current poliand dad a chance to get their life - cies consign many children to a
together," says Richard Gelles, di- revolving door of foster homes
rector of the Family Violence Re- while social workers try, often unsearch Program at the University successfully, to help parents.
of Rhode Island. "It puts the famMany advocates acknowledge
ily first. I want a system that puts that removing more children from
th" child first. •
abusive homes will strain an alIt experts disagree on what a ready overburdened foster-care
,.--d-first" system is. Through- system, which now accommoout the 1960s and '70s, states dates an estimated half-million
routinely
placed
physically children. Without an infusion of
abUsed and neglected children in money and support to help both
foster care. In 1980, however, a foster parents and troubled birth
federal law required states to parents, they say, some children
make "reasonable ef'forts" to keep will fail to get the protection they
abused children with their birth need.
families or to reunite families
Indeed, inadequacies within
the foster-care system were a raeafter a period of foster care.
Now, rising reports of child tor in prompting a national shift
abuse and instances of the failure to family reunification. "Children
of state workers to protect at-risk would drift from foster home to
children are spurring renewed in- foster home until they turned 18
terest in balancing family preser- and the state cut them loose,"
vation with foster care. (A com- says Thomas Lyon, an assistant
munity approach to foeter professor of law at the University
care, Page 1.)
of Southern California.
David Richart, executive director of Kentucky Youth Advocates
in Louisville, says he and other
advocates are trying to achieve a 'We are trying to achieve
balance - to "get the pendulum to a balance - to get the
rest in the middle." Mr. Richart
pendulum to rest In the
headed a state task force which,
after finding an overreliance on middle.'
foster care in 1986, reported last
- Daold Rkhart
September that the state had
swung too far toward family
preservation and had failed to
protect children adequately.
In addition, he says, "there was
The number of American chil- a political view that parents have
dren reported abused has tripled a right to their child and the state
,since 1976 to 3 million in 1994, should not intervene except in the
according to the National Com- most extreme cases."
mittee to Prevent Child Abuse.
Some child advocates emphaNot all reports of abuse are sub- size that foster care, however nec~ated.
essary, is no panacea "At some
1 the search for more balance, point you have to realize that the
. concerns are being raised about substitute · living arrangements
how to avoid overwhelming an al- may not be significantly different
ready burdened foster-care sys- than . the existing family," says
tem, how to fund improved pro- James Mills, executive director of
grams, as well as how to prevent the .~nile Welfare Boars! of
overzealous removal of children Pinellas County in St. Petersburg
from their homes in cases of un- Fla. Finding and retaining good
warranted charges.
foster parents remains difficult,
For many years Dr. Gelles, a he says.
nationally recognized expert on
As a result, several states, such
Stall-<~ Tho avisCion SCionce Mc~r-ti·c

E

TIMI TOGI"IHII: Jeaneue Laws chals with her f061er doughier and son. They
live al Hope Meadows, a new i:ommunily farmed to support foster famili£s
in Rantoul, IlL

as Kentucky, are trying to strike a 21st-<:entury economy," Mr. Mills
balance between family reunification and foster care. In Ulinois,
the Family Preservation Act of
1989 shifted some resources
away from foster care. Almost immediately, says Jerry Stermer,
president of Voices for Ulinois
Children in Chicago, critics of
family preservation "blasted the
policy as a failure." Four years
later, in 1993, the state's General
Assembly passed a "best interest
of the child" bill, calling for caseby-ease decisionmaking.
"There is a clear swing in Dlinois toward saying that children
who have been abused and neglected need to be protected away
from their parents," Mr. Stermer
says. "We put a very, very small
percentage of our resources toward working with families where
the children stay with the parents."

lllglapdcle . . .
Yet emphasizing "best interest"
and deemphasizing family preservation carries what Stermer calls
"a very significant price tag." The
number of children in out-ofhome care in Ulinois has doubled
in seven years. Children are being
removed from their homes at
younger ages and remain in foster
care longer.
The state's changed approach
has caused costs for out-of-home
care to jump from $200 million
seven years ago to $800 million
this year.
Whatever the cost, foster care
remains an imperfect system, advocates admit. "We continue to
conceptualize foster care in its
19th-<:entury form, as a service
with almost religious motivation,
and yet we·re trying to do it in a

says. "We pay low, and we don't
always treat foster parents very
well in terms of being part of a
care team. They're sort of the
low-status member. We don't always provide them with social
services and support, and we expect them to be happy with this."
Steve Barrow, legislative director of the Children's Advocacy Institute in Sacramento, Calif. , observes simlar problems. Although
he sees "a lot of wonderful foster
care settings," he calls the system
"horribly underfunded." Training,
inspection, and recruitment remain inadequate, he says.
Yet even better recruiting may
not swell the ranks of foster parents appreciably, Mr. Richart says.
Noting that Kentucky had the
same number of foster parents in
1995 as it did in 1985, he says,
"That seems to argue that there·s
a certain finite number of people
who will surrender their privacy
and their home life for other people's children."
Foster care often carries other
limitations. Mary Lee Allen, director of child welfare at the Children's Defense Fund in Washington,
explains
that
when
reunification is the goal, agencies
may try to deal with the parent's
problem and with the child's
problem. "But the issue of the interaction between the parent and
child frequently gets left out," she
says. "When a child is ready to go
home, parenting issues have been
neglected for many months.·
To protect children across the
country,
Gelles
advocates
changes in federal law. States, he
says, must be required to make
the best interest of the child a top
priority in order to quali.fY for fed-

..... SOGlal-llen
Other "giant steps," advocates
say, must include hiring more and
bette.r-trained social workers.
"To ensure the protection of
kids, you have to have people out
in the field investigating abuse
and neglect," Richart says. "It
can't be done by computer or by
telephone. You have to have
ground troops out there in people's homes. But common political sentiment in Kentucky and the
rest of the country has been toward reducing the number of social workers."
Advocates also call for more
counseling services and child
care to support troubled families.
Then there is the "giant step"
of bigger budgets. "One thing that
is almost never considered a political option is properly funding
child-welfare services so we can
at least ensure a proper investigation is made for every allegation of child maltreatment," says
Curtis McMillen, a professor of
social work at Washington University in St. Louis.
Dr. McMillen also calls for
more realistic expectations. "People expect the system to make the
proper decision in each and every
case, when it's impossible to do
so," he says. "It's impossible to
protect every child in their home,
and at the same time it's impossible to avoid unfairly removing
some children from their parents."
Whatever decision child-welfare workers make, many continue to regard family preservation as a worthy goal. "Family
must always be examined as the
most imPQrtant option for children," Stermer says. "But if it's
dangerous, then we should discard it as a possibility. The absolute best interest of the child
must guide our decisionmaking."
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Festival
crowns its
first Ms. Sun
By JALEH HAGIGH and RON BRACKETT
Times Staff Wrtters

ST. PETERSBURG- Ending decades of
tradition, organizers of the 75th Festival of
States announced
late Friday that the
coveted role of Mr.
Sun would be filled
this year by a woman.
The announcement of a "Ms.
~un"
initially
.unned hundreds of
celebrants attending the 1996 Coronation Ball and Pageant at the Coliseum near downtown
St. Petersburg.
But as the winner, Mary Wyatt Allen, moved to the
front of the Coliseum for the coronation, a crescendo of Tinlll piiOio - KATIUEN CAIIlE
applause followed.
Mary Wyatt Allen is
"It was quite a congratulated Friday
stir and there was a on her way to the
lot of excitement," throne.
said St. Petersburg
Police spokesman Bill Donie!, a member of the
Suncoasters group that sponsors the festival.
"Everyone was clapping."
In recent years, the Festival has had to
deal increasingly with questions about the
selection of a Mr. Sun and a Sungoddess, a
tradition critics have called sexist. Traditionally, the Sungoddess is between 19 and 21 years
old, and Mr. Sun generally is an older man
chosen for his contributions to the community.

' Earlier this month Festival of
States' director Malcolm King was
confronted with complaints of sexism when he went before the Pinellas School Board to talk up the
festival and invite board members
to the activities.
·
· One board member said she
had concerns about the message
the festival was. sending with the
selection of Mr. Sun and the Sungoddess.
"I really think it's a case where
this is a person who has dedicated
h~r life to St. Petersburg and it
was an appropriate time to be reco~nized , " Donie! said.
· Selected Sungoddess at Friday's coronation was Tiffiny
Thompson, a Florida State University student and daughter of joel
and Lyn Thompson.
On hand were about 20 of the
previous Mr. Suns and Sungoddesses.
The first . Ms. Sun, Ms. Allen
began her volunteerisrn with the
junior League. She branched out
into the Juvenile Welfare Board, of
which she was chairwoman, and
became president of the YWCA
Board, the Young Woman's Residence, the St. Petersburg Centennial Activities Council, and the St.
Petersburg Historical Society.
She has served as chairwoman
of the Salvation Army Board, the
Arts Center board, and St. Anthony's Development Foundation. She
has served on the Pinellas County
Arts Council and the Firemen's
Pension Board, and has been recognized for her achievements by
being named Queen of Hearts.
She also has led the
YWCA/University of South Florida
Family Village Campaign.

Divorced when her children
were small, Ms. Allen raised her
two sons alone and remains close
to them. She has one grandson,
Nathaniel, 6, and she lives in the
Shore Acres home built by her
parents, the late Rachel and
Nathaniel " Niel" Upham.
The Coronation Ball is one of
the highlights of the Festival of
States, which is staged by a
long-standing and prestigious civic
club, the Suncoasters.
In 1990, the club admitted its
first female member. Since then
more have joined, but no woman
has received the Mr. or Ms. Sun
designation, the top honor for
achievements, volunteerism and
contributions to the community.
Women have been nominated
for the honor in recent years, but
·none have been selected.
- Information from Times files
was used In this report.
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Annual Children's Day
carries political message
• Organilations hope to
raise legislators'
awareness of child issues.

ST. PETERSBURG - The
new advice to working parents
frustrated by the lack of good child
care: Don't get mad, get political.
That's the message of the
ninth annual Children's Day, a day
set aside in Florida to heighten
awareness of children's issues, especially day care. This year it will
be Tuesday.
Of course there will be the
traditional trappings _,... balloons,
streamers, posters covered with
the brightly colored handprints of
children. But this year at a St.
Petersburg child-care center,
there also will be a more pointed
message to state legislators:
A voter registration booth will
be set up at the Starling Center at
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Church, 3455 26th Ave. S.
In addition, the Children's Services Committee of the Juvenile
Welfare Board will begin surveys
to test the commitment of legislators on children's issues. Results
of who is supportive and who isn't
will then be passed on to parents
through child-care newsletters.
Carolyn Cloud, administrator

of Starling School and Day Care
centers, said she wants parents to
use their votes to get Tallahassee's attention on an issue that has
been largely ignored.
."Child care in general has not
been considered important" to politicians, she said. But ask most
parents, especially single working
mothers, and it is one of the most
crucial.
"If you can't find quality child
care, you can't have peace of mind
at work," she said.
In the current climate of welfare reform there is much talk of
getting people off government assistance. Cloud is all for that, too.
But the circle must then be completed.
"If you want mothers off welfare you can get mothers off welfare but you've got to provide child
care," she. says.
Child care is often a victim of
budget cuts, as it seems to be seen
as expendable, she said. Yet there
always is money to build new prisons. There is something flawed in
that logic, she said.
At her center, the funding for a
program offered for 5-year-olds
was cut from $20 per day per child
to $18. The average cost of housing a prisoner is $40 a day.
She says if the state had more
commitment to quality care for
very young children, there would
be less need for prisons down the
road.

JWB CALENDAR
APRIL 11 ·MAY 9, 1996
April 11

CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE - 9:00 a.m.
Abuse, Neglect and Dependency
Exchange Center; 3601 34th Street North; St. Petersburg
NORTH COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNCIL· 6:30p.m.
Mease Health Center-Countryside Mall; Clearwater

April 15

STRATEGIC PLANNING MEETING· 3:00p.m.
USF Bayboro Campus (St. Petersburg), Davis Hall

Aprll16 & 17

SITE VISIT
YWCA of Tampa Bay- APPS

April 17

CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE • 9:00 a.m.
Mentoring Roundtable
JWB Building, Pinellas Park, Conference Room D

April 18

SOUTH COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNCIL • 6:30 p.m.
PTEC Community Outreach Center
3420 8th Avenue South, Conf. Am. 102; St.Petersburg

April 18 & 19

SITE VISIT
Hospice of the Florida Suncoast-Children's Family Support
Program

April 19

SITE VISIT
Brookwood-A Young Women's Residence

April 22 & 24

SITE VISIT
Marriage & Family Counseling of Pinellas-Counseling Program

April 23

SITE VISIT
YWCA of Tampa Bay - Emergency Housing
Sanderlin Family Service Center-Neighborhood Family Center

April 23 & 24

SITE VISIT
Family Service Center - FAST Program

April 26

CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE • 8:30 a.m.
Essential Needs
JWB Building, Pinellas Park, Conference Room F

TRAINING: "Family Resiliency: Putting the Pieces of the Puzzle
Together"
Registration, 8:30 a.m. ;St. Petersburg Suncoast Association of
Realtors; 7655 38th Avenue North; St. Petersburg
·.
SITE VISIT
Exchange Center of the Suncoast- Parent Aide Program
May 2

MID COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNCIL - 6:30 p.m.
JWB, Pinellas Park

May 7

SITE VISIT
Religious Community Services - Emergency Housing

May 8

TRAINING: "Working with Hostile Families"
Registration: 8:30 a.m., St. Petersburg Suncoast Association of
Realtors; 7655 38th Avenue North; St. Petersburg

May 9

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD MEETING -9:00a.m.
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD RETREAT- 11:00 a.m.
(approximate)
JWB Building, Pinellas Park
CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE • 9:00 a.m.
Exchange Center of the Suncoast; 3601 34th St. N.;
St. Petersburg
NORTH COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNCIL • 6:30 p.m.
Mease Health Center; Countryside Mall, Clearwater

UPCOMING 50TH ANNIVERSARY EVENTS:
January-April
JWB/USF Lecture Series (Each Monday 1/22-4/15, except 3/11)
October 19
Family Day Finale
S~ARD
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For Further Information please contact:
Children's Services Comminees:
Mary Ann Goodrich, 547-5684
Community Councils:
Dorthy Whitlock, 547-5638
50th Anniversary:
Kathy Helmuth, 547-5677
Site Visits:
Mike Schmidt, 547-5648
R. J. Doody, 547-5681
Training:

